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University food service problems discussed
by Jack A. McKenzie
News Editor
"ARA has one main course—soybeans.
Wrapped in chicken batter they call it
chicken fried steak; with onions and gravy
they call it chopped steak; in a bun they
call it a cheeseburger."
"I don't think we can expect them
(ARA) to cook like 10,000 mothers. They do
the best they can for the number of people
they have to serve."
These statements of two Clemson
students asked by the Tiger to comment on
the food services being provided in Harcombe and Schilletter Dining Halls by
ARA Food Services. These are indicative
of the differnces of opinion that exist
among students when food is an issue.
And food is often an issue at Clemson—a
continuing issue that increases in importance with the coming of each new
academic year. For example, last year the
Student Senate created a special committee on food services. This year the
committee was given permanent status as
a standing committee of the senate.
The problems, however, remain
basically the same from year to year. The
meal ticket system, the menu, the opening
of Harcombe on weekends, and the
cleanliness of the silverware are among
the food-related topics most often
discussed.
"If a student pays for a meal, he should
be able to eat it regardless of what day it
is. Meal tickets should be issued in little
booklets. Separate meal tickets could then
be cashed in if the student doesn't eat a
meal," Kathy Wayne, a Clemson freshman, stated concerning her opinions of the
present meal ticket system used by ARA.
"Also, if a student doesn't plan on eating
a meal, he should be able to give his ticket
to another student. The student paid for
the meal, so he deserves to 'treat' his
friends to an occasional dinner," she
added.
But John Talantis, director of ARA's
dining services at Clemson, disagreed that
students would be better off under a
coupon system than under the present
system.
"A coupon system is just the same as
cash," he stated. "Coupons in a little book
would be like money. If the book is lost it
can't be replaced," he said.
"And with a coupon system, the student
would have to pay for everything, just like
he does when he goes off-campus to eat.
Butter, rolls, and everything else would
have to be paid for," he added.
Bob Palestro, assistant director of the
food services, pointed out another
disadvantage of coupon systems. "For one
thing, the bookkeeping for such a system
would get too involved to be handled with
the staff we have now. For another thing,
the lines (waiting to be served) would
move much slower and would be too long
for students.
"Also schools with coupon systems have
no seconds policy. If you go back for
seconds, you have to pay for what you get.

It's just like cash."
Matt Watkins, chairman of the Senate
Committee on Food Services also expressed doubts as to the merits of
changing to a coupon system. "This thing
comes up time and time again," he
commented, "and it's just not a feasible
alternative.
"I just don't see much of a future for any
kind of system where'd you'd get less than
a five-day meal ticket," he states.

we may serve steak on Friday, on the
second week it'll be on Thursday, and on
the third it'll be on Wednesday," Talantis
said.
"There's enough of a variety there for
anyone to eat whatever kind of meal he
wants. If you want only vegetables, you
can eat only vegetables. If you want only
dessert, you can eat desserts," he added.
Addressing himself to the question of
opening Harcombe on weekends, Talantis

ACCORDING TO ARA officials, the meal-ticket system used at Clemson offers
more advantages to students than would a coupon system.
As for prices, Talantis held, "Students
here get the most for the amount of money
they spend on food. There's just no way
you'd get this much for so little anywhere
else."
Talantis explained that the price of a
meal ticket is based on a 80 per cent
participation figure. "We know some
people are going to miss meals. And those
who don't are the unusual ones."
He said he had received "no official
word" as to any increase in the price of
meal tickets for next year.
According to Talantis and Palestro,
Harcombe and Schilletter menus are
based on a three-week cycle. They explained this means that, excpet for the
dishes "students demand such as hot dogs,
cheeseburgers, etc.," a particular main
course is not repeated until every fourth
week.
They noted that vegetables are changed,
with new ones being added and old ones
being dropped, in accordance with
demand.
Steak night changes from week to week
depending upon the cycle, the officials
explained. "For example, on the first week

stated, "Baiscally it's a matter of cost.
Harcombe is a bigger building than
Schilleter, and it costs more money to
operate it.
"And if we were to open it, we'd have to
cut everything (as in lights, air conditioning or heat, etc.) on."
When asked what part the special
athletic dining room below Schilleter for
football and basketball players has played
in the decision not to open Harcombe,
Talantis maintained, "That's a separate
thing entirely. Before we got the new
dining room, people complained about the
athletes taking up so much space in the
main dining room. Now they've been
moved to their own room, and we're still
getting complaints.
"It is necessary that they have a special
place to eat. They have different kinds of
commitments than the average student.
Sometimes they practice early and eat
late—as late as 7:30 or 8:00. Then
sometimes they eat early and practice
late," he continued.
Watkins stated he felt if enough students
indicated a willingness to pay "a little
more" to have Harcombe open on

weekends, both Harcombe and Schilletter
could be kept open.
Last year, a survey of dining hall
patrons was taken to determine student
feelings on several food-related matters.
To the question would you be willing to pay
approximately twelve dollars more for a
seven-day meal ticket, if it meant having
Harcombe open on weekends? Harcombe
respondents were split almost evenly, with
51 persons saying no and 50 saying yes.
A large majority Schilletter respondents
were opposed to the suggestion.
Turning to the matter of cleanliness of
the silverware, Talentis explained, "We
put dirty silverware into containers and
wash it. Then we take it out, sort it, put it
into other containers and wash it again. It
is not touched again by hands."
He continued by noting that the system
is not perfect. "We handle about 36,000
pieces of silverware a day. With the
human element involved, there's bound to
be some slip-ups."
He added that when one finds a piece of
unclean silverware one should bring it to
the attention of the nearest dining hall
supervisor.
Robert Harrison, an employee of ARA
who works in Harcombe, supported
Talantis' remarks. "I've worked silverware several times myself," he said, "and
I know we wash it twice. The main
problem is when we get real busy. Then
sometimes things get a little slack, but on
the whole the process we use keeps the
silverware pretty clean," Harrison said.
Watkins held a similar opinion, "I think
they're very aware of the importance of
sanitation. They do their best to keep
cleanliness at a maximum."
Palestro responded to a question concenring sanitary precautions in preparing
and serving food by noting, "Under South
Carolina law, our employees can wear
'any effective hair restraint' which the
state construes to include hair spray. Our
policy is that if your hair is below your
collar, you have to wear a hair net. If it's
above your collar, you can wear a hat."
Talantis emphasized his desire to
receive comments and suggestions from
students. "If a person has something to
say they should come and see us. I can't
promise we'll be able to do everything
we're asked, but we'll sure try to do what
we can to serve the needs of the greatest
number of people possible."
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Is the end of America near?
On Aug. 9,1974, Richard M. Nixon made one of the best
strategic moves in all of history — he resigned as
President of the United States of America.
Today, while Nixon relaxes at San Clemente with a
$60,000 a year pension, that poor baffoon, Jerry Ford, is
stuck with the impossible task of holding the United States
together in its 200th year.
New York, the largest and most powerful city in the
country, is broke and nothing poor old Mayor Abe Beame
or Jerry Ford or Congress can do will prevent the city
from defaulting on its financial responsibilities. Last
week's near disaster is only a slight indication of things to
come for New York and other cities that are running on
deficit spending.
And economics has always been the number one
headache for President Ford (when he isn't ducking pot
shots from the friendly citizens). From the day he was
sworn in as president he has had to do battle with a host of
ogres including inflation, recession, inflation and
recession combined, and the famed "stagflation," a beast
so dangerous that it can't be understood.
Jerry Ford, however, has called in knights in shining
.armor to help solve the economic woes. But even if a
thousand William Simons and Allen Greenspans were laid
end to end they'd never reach a conclusion, to borrow a
cute economic quoTe.
The problems of America are mainly economic but they
cannot be solved by the United States government. Most
of these problems exist because of a facade of capitalism
in a country run on an economic system that can only be
defined as a form of feudalism.
We are but mere serfs to the corporate owners of
America. The capitalistic economy is based on ownership
of the instruments of production in the hands of the people.
How can this be in a country in which 85 per cent of the
people cannot afford to own stock in any company.
The people who own the country and its government, the
ones who hire the lobbyists in Washington and make
almost all the political contributions have provided $52
billion in tax loopholes for themselves and their corporations while the government is providing only $10
billion in aid to the poor.
It is no surprise that this economic system has placed
more wealth in the hands of 10 per cent of the population

than the combined total wealth of the other 90 per cent.
Their "anything-for-a-buck" attitude is going to be the
cause of their downfall, however. Their urging us to buy a
bicentennial celebration has led many Americans to take
a look at the way it was 200 years ago.

Under the rule of George III, the colonists suffered from
many of the same evils that we suffer from today. Among
the issues were inflation, government regulation without
cause, and a lack of representation by those in power.
This system was supposedly overthrown in 1776 and the
years that soon followed. The patriots, led by Thomas
Jefferson, installed a system that was to be based on
"economic democracy" under which the workers would
directly benefit from the fruit of their labor. Government
would be conducted with restraint by assemblies at the
state level. The land would be owned by the citizens.
An unfortunate court decision in the 1790's ruled that the
corporation, unlike the government as described in the
Declaration of Independence, once chartered, was permanent and could not be dissolved or abolished.
Corporations grew gradually with only a few major
difficulties. Their power was felt by early unions who lost
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court rulings in the early part of the 20th century to persons described as "robber barons". It gradually became
evident that the country was gradually coming under the
control of the wealthy — the owners of the corporations.
The key to the takeover came in the late 1940's and is
still not fully recognized as being the weapon of the corporate state. That device — television — has been a device
used by the corporations to brain-wash the American
consumer.
It is only fitting that the people who held gas away from
the consumer to force the price up to artificially high
levels in 1974 should be providing the people with bicentennial moments on television and full-page
newspaper advertisements telling us how great this
country is.
Of course they think this country is great — they are
among the chosen 10 per cent. Not only that, but saying
that this country is great and instilling this one-wholeyear-fourth-of-July-party atmosphere is going to mean
parcels of economic prosperity for them.
Now the government has a problem. It is not clearly
defined but it is their's to solve. It could be stated
something like this: The owners of America (the chosen 10
percent) have a gotten all the private wealth into their
side of the ledger. The 90 per cent of the people who pay
for the government bureaucracy and support the chosen
ones cannot afford to pay for the price-inflated products
and pay the high taxes they are expected to pay.
What can Congress do? As per usual, Congress — as any
body of its size — will and can do nothing effective about
anything. By the time any fairly responsive piece of
legislation can grope its way through the trials of several
committee and joint committee studies and make it to the
floor, it is so watered down by amendments that it is
unrecognizable an ineffective. By that time it is a waste of
taxpayers' money to even take a vote on it.
It's time for all this foolishness to stop. Unless this
government can deregulate and leave the poor people
alone and begin to run its operations by taking from the
rich and giving to the poor, then to hell with it. It is time to
exercise our right as expressed in the Declaration of
Independence and abolish it — institutions in its place
something that works ... anything that works.
Only one thing is for sure: "If the patriots were alive
today, they'd be raising all kinds of hell."

Letters
Tiger critic
Taken to task
I don't think you'll find too
many people, of the 11,000 in
attendance at the Doobie
Brothers' concert who will agree
with all your criticisms of the
performance.
You try to blame "sloppy and
uninspired" music on the fact
that the Doobies do many concerts while on tour. The fact is,
the whole purpose of a tour is to
do a lot of concerts. When
Loggins and Messina were here,
they were in the middle of a 10
concert tour—a concert a day.
After their performance they
were off to Memphis, Tenn., for
another concert the next night.
You speak of "garbled vocals
and blaring instrumentals," the
performance
as
being
"mechanical." You didn't go to
the show for enjoyment, you went
to pick it apart. Any live concert
contains a combination of your
criticisms.
You can't compare a live
concert to a record. A record is

made from a 16-track recording,
on which guitars, percussion, and
vocal are all taped separately
over a long period of time. How
can you expect to get that quality
from a two hour concert?
I refuse to believe that it was
only the special effects which
"kept the crowd hooked" on the
Dobbies' music. The Dobbie
Brothers didn't get a four minute
standing ovation just because the
crowd wanted more fireworks,
fog or another mirror ball light
show.
In this article you have proven
you are a "stereo" person. You
like to adjust the volume, the
bass, and the treble to whatever
suits your mood. I mean, really,
and you talk about the Doobie
Brothers
concert
being,
"mechanical."
Bob Douglas

Bowman Field
Needs lights
Crime has become increasingly

evident within the past few years.
College campuses are the scene
for a good proportion of these
crimes.
As a student of Clemson
University, I wish to bring attention to student officials of the
danger that lies on Bowman
Field. Many female students
housed in the Clemson House,
faculty and married couples
travel across Bowman Field for
night classes. These girls usually
walk alone, or if possible, in
pairs. Bowman Field is completely dark and the safety of
these girls is in danger.
Therefore, I feel that there is a
definite need for a light to be
placed on Bowman Field.
After checking with Duke
Power officials, I found that the
cost of a light would not exceed
$200. With the safety of the
students or other individuals as
the major concern of the
university, it appears that $200
would not break Clemson's expense account.
(continued to page nine)
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Single-member districts a must for state
by Kerry Capps
Managing Editor

eirnee-

After years of excuses, alternative
apportionment proposals and just plain
stalling, it appears that South Carolina's
Senate will finally be forced to comply
with the one-man-one-vote principle of
legislative representation handed down by
the U.S. Supreme Court back in the 1950's.
The Justice Department announced
Tuesday that it will not ask the Supreme
Court to review a lower federal court
decision which ruled that South Carolina's
1972 reapportionment plan was unconstitutional. It appears that the state
will have little choice but to implement
single-member districts in the Senate—a
move that the state's "old guard"
politicians have vigorously fought against
in the past.
According to S.C. Attorney General Dan
McLeod, the state will soon go to work
drafting a new proposal to overcome the
court's objections to the old multi-member
district plan.
The court ruled that the apportionment
plan now in effect diluted black voting
strength by including minority population
centers within large, predominantly white
multi-member districts—thus burying the
effect of the black vote.
Despite the court's ruling that the
current state plan is illegal, Senate
President Pro-Tempore Marion Gressett
of Calhoun County—long an opponent of
single-member districts—said the decision
does not automatically mean that the
Senate will have to reapportion itself. One
option still open to the Senate is a direct
appeal from the State to the Supreme
Court.
It is likely that any move to further delay
the implementation of a single-member
district system would receive support
from a number of incumbent Senators who
fear the political effects of such a system.
Most observers agree, however, that
although the attempts to get around the
law are not yet dead, that single-member
district reapportionment is at least
inevitable for South Carolina.
OSWALD'S NOTE RECEIVED
A high-level official of the FBI said this
week that a former assistant agency
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differ
director was aware at the time of the
original investigation into John F. Kennedy's assassination that Lee Harvey
Oswald left a threatening note at the FBI's
Dallas, office shortly before Kennedy was
assassinated.
The official, James B. Adams, said that
the note has been destroyed and that FBI
employees had offered conflicting information on how the note was handled
and who knew of its existence, Adams said
the destruction of the note violated FBI
rules.
Adams stated that former FBI Assistant
Director William C. Sullivan—who headed
the agency's intelligence divisionreported learning of the note at the time of
the assassination investigation from the
director of the investigation in Dallas.
The existence of the note was not
revealed until last July.
On a related subject, Adams, who said
he knew nothing of the evidence said to
suggest that Oswald and Jack Ruby were
paid informants or agents of the FBI or
another government agency.
FORD ORDERED TO TESTIFY
A federal court judge has ordered

President Ford to give a video-taped
testimony as a defense witness for Lynette
"Squeaky" Fromme, who is charged with
attempting to assassinate the president
last month.
The judge said Ford could be interviewed by defense counsel John Virga
at the White House at the president's
convenience.
The defense case for Fromme will be
based upon the contention that she never
pulled the trigger of the gun and never
actually intended to kill Ford.
Virga said Ford's testimony is essential
to the defense's case because "President
Ford was one of the people in the best
position to say (whether the trigger was
pulled)."

third brush with default the city has experienced in the last two months.
And even though the immediate crisis
has been overcome, the problem remains.
New York City has too many expensive
programs and not enough money to pay for
them.

NYC ESCAPES AGAIN

Officials expect the city to go through
November with the funds now available—
but after that New York City is almost
certainly faced with default without
substantial long-term aid and reforms.
Congress appears to be seriously considering granting the city at least part of
the federal assistance requested by Mayor
Abraham Beam. The Senate Banking
Committee plans to hold hearings immediately and is expected to settle on a
proposal by the middle of next week.

It looks like it's going to be up to
Congress if New York City is to escape
financial disaster.
The Big Apple made another narrow
escape last week when the city's teachers
union agreed to give the city money to
cover $477 million in short term notes,
bonds and salary payments. It was the

There is substantial opposition to such a
grant within Congress, however, as many
legislators are reluctant to vote for an aid
appropriation until the city develops a plan
to balance its budget by 1978.
Even if Congress does pass an aid bill for
New York City, there is a good possibility
that President Ford would veto the
measure.
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HII that jazz

The Anderson String Quartet
Gives a mediocre performance

BY MIKE DEL CAMPO
CARNEGIE HALL CONCERT
Last November, November 24, 1974, eight musicians gathered
together enough material to fill two albums—and that they did.
Highlighting that concert were barritone sax Gerry Mulligan and
trumpeter Chet Baker and notables Bob James and Ron Carter on
electric piano and bass. CTI Records captured the life of the concert in two volumes, the first of which merely introduces the uptempo swing of the second.
Carnegie Hall Concert, Volume 2 (CTI 6055 SI), once again brings
together the talents of Mulligan and Baker. Gerry Mulligan and
Chet Baker have been together since 1952 when Mulligan began
toying with the idea of piano-less quartets. A winner of the Playboy
polls since that same year, Mulligan was primarily interested in
the creation of a combo with a new and provocative tone color. His
stirring arrangements, melodic and swinging, have contributed
immensely to jazz.
Baker, a subject of numerous drug arrests worldwide, is often
recognized as a follower of Miles Davis. As a trumpeter he has a
light, pure sound; as a singer he is weak voiced but "appealing to
feminine audiences."
Volume 2 opens up with the new tune "It's Sandy At The Beach"
with saxman Mulligan taking the lead. Fast and moving, "Beach"
inspires the listener with solos by Baker and guitarist John Scofield
and Dave Samuels on Vibes. The up-tempo swing does not stop with
the final chord because the next number, "Bernie's Tune" is taken
by Baker on trumpet from the trumpet-sax introduction. This tune,
the same tune that both Mulligan and Baker had previously
recorded back in their teens, is an offspring of the former's
pianoless quartet.
John Scofield opens the proceedings for the second side of the
album with the twelve minute "K-4 Pacific." The rhythm section is
at its best with Ron Carter soloing on bass and, later with drummer
Harvey Mason with his interpretation.
This is perhaps the first time that the tempo falls from a fast four
to something between a fast four and a moderate tempo. Carter, a
steady with jazz bands from all over, plays a jazzbass not as a
jazzbass but as a musical instrument, combining the essence of
jazz and the versatility of his talent. Only one word is needed and
that is the word fantastic. Mason, who is often called a "crisp,
enlivening and sensitive drummer," shines on traps with a wellstructured solo.
Chet Baker exploits his vocal talents in the final piece on Volume
2 entitled "There Will Never Be Another You." But, before the
listener realizes that Baker's voice is definitely limited, Ed Byrne
takes the lead with his trombone. Again Ron Carter displays
mastery on the bass with a brief break.
CIT's Carnegie Hall Concert Volume 2 scores as one of the better
live recordings of jazz. The fact that virtually every piece moves
with a fast, live feel keeps this recording as one of the better
albums. A slow blues chorus should have been interjectorily
assumed; a rapid tempo can be a little much for an entire album.
CURRENT RELEASES: Columbia calls Bill Watrous "pure
animal energy" with the release of The Tiger of San Pedro.
Trumpeter Watrous, whose Manhatten Wildlife Refuge album
scored earlier this fall, opens up bit-band jazz with the Manhatten
Wildlife Refuge...NOTES: letters, commentary, and views on jazz
are welcomed. Write to ATJ, c-o The Tiger.

The Tiger Will Not Appear Next Week.
Sorry!
(Well, not really.)
The Staff Will Be In St. Louis.
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by Paul Pushkar and Brian Kittle

If one attended the performance of the Anderson String
Quartet Tuesday night in Daniel
Auditorium with the preconceived idea that an evening of
musical perfection was to be
experienced, then one would have
been disappointed. But any music
critic must make allowances for
a specific performance, and must
take all things into consideration
to critique a concert; otherwise,
nearly all musical criticism
would become unjustifiably
negative, sourly cynical, and
unpleasant to digest. Therefore,
we begin this review by making
for a mediocre performance.
The Clemson University
Department of Music Chamber
Music Series does an admirable
job of scheduling a wide variety
of chamber concerts around a
major drawback: a limited
budget. Most often consisting of
local non-professional performers, the series is to be
credited with giving the audience
a broad spectrum of live performances. Restrained by local
talent and limited budget, the
series'
presentations
are
generally exceptionally good.
Musically, the Quartet's
performance was not good;
neither was it so bad that we
would walk out in the middle of
the concert. Their playing fell
into the vast grey area
somewhere in between the twohovering between some nice
moments and many dismal ones.
Judging from their selections,
the success of their performance

would predictably tend to increase as they progressed. The
Beethoven Quartet was poor, the
Ives Quartet was better, and the
Dvorak was often quite good.
Perhaps the Quartet No. 11 in f
minor, Op. 95 ("Serioso") of
Ludwig von Beethoven was a
poor choice. Not an engaging
work, yet a very demanding
work, the Quartet lacked the good
solid assurance which Beethoven
requires. Only the third
movement, and to some extent
the last movement were at all
convincing. The players seemed
unsure and uneasy throughout
the piece. This piece needed
clarity, motion, confidence, arid a
certain amount of overstatement,
none of which were provided.
The String Quartet No. 1 ("A
Revival Service") of Charles
Ives is a fascinating piece,
written when Ives was a student
at Yale, it does not yet attempt
free tonality, but does modulate a
good deal. Ives also experimented with insertion of
different meters, a startling
innovation for 1896. The
nickname comes from the last
three movements which Ives
played on the organ and named
"A Revival Service". Composed
of numerous hymn tunes, this
quartet, has an inherent folk tune
quality and exemplifies why Ives
is a distinctly American composer.
The group was alternately
successful and unsuccessful in
this piece. The first movement
was not as expressive as it should
have been; it was often only a
series of notes. The second
movement was better and had a
sense of movement. Yet Ives' juxtaposition of meters was not
handled successfully; it sounded

too much like an accident, as did
the polytonality of a few
measures. The same applied to
the third and fourth movements,
with the group hanging together
more in the fourth. Yet, their
rendering of this quartet had
more assurance and confidence,
which accounted for a nearly
satisfying performance.
After a welcomed intermission,
the group performed Antonin
Dvorak's Quartet in F major, Op.
96 ("American.") which was
written in an astonishing three
days in 1893 during Dvorak's
three year residency in America.
It exists as a string quartet
counterpart to his Ninth Symphony ("New World"). Although
he employed a pentatonic scale
extensively in this composition,
the traditional interpretation that
the quartet was based on
American folk themes and Indian
and Negro pentatonic melodies
has been rejected. Most now feel
that the pentatonic device was
more Slavic than American.
This selection was not without
its faults; yet, the performance
was rather good. The group
played as a unit when needed,
and developed the appropriate
mood throughout the four
movements. The lyric melodies
flowed as required and the folk
dance melodies had a good deal
of energy. In terms of the
preintermission selections, the
Dvorak was a success.
Although the novice musicial
listener might have been bored, a
discriminating listener could
easily have found some bright
spots among the obvious flaws.
The Anderson String Quartet is a
group who have a well developed
musical ability; more importantly, they try very hard. We
hope they will return with the
concert series next year.

Tidbit and Acorn
Oconee Community Theater of
Seneca has announced its fall
playbill will include a children's
classic, Rumplestiltkin, and a
three-act comedy, A Thousand
Clowns.
Rumplestiltkin will play on two
consecutive Saturdays, Oct. 25
and Nov. 1 at the Mask, N. First
Street, Seneca. Curtain times will
be at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
General admission price is 50
cents.
The main theatrical effort of
the season will be a three-act
comedy, A Thousand Clowns,
Nov. 6-8 and again Nov. 13-15. The
curtain will rise nightly at 8 p.m.
There will be no matinees. Prices
are $1.75 for adults, $1.25 for
students, and $1 for children.
Producer Joe Mirvis recom-

mends that interested theater goers make advance reservations by visiting the box office
at the Mask, Oconee Community
Theater headquarters on the
main street in Seneca, or by
calling 882-7700 (no charge).
Any students or faculty interested in assisting or acting in
future productions of the Seneca based theater company are urged
to contact the management.
According to Mirvis, ushers,
prompters, scenery painters,
makeup artists, and promoters
for upcoming plays are always
needed. "This association gets its
sustenance from volunteers," he
said, "and we're always anxious
to have people offering to help."

The Clemson Little Theatre
will perform their first play of the
season, Jean Kerr's Finishing
Touches Oct. 23-26, in the Food
Industries Auditorium at 8 p.m.
There will be a matinee on the
26th at 2 p.m.
Mrs. W. H. Ballinger and Dr.
James Dusenberry have been
cast in the lead roles. Pinckney
Steiner, Wes Moran, Kirk Rutter,
Kitty Barkley, Beverly Baker,
and Dr. York Brannock will
perform in supporting roles.
Finishing Touches is a familysituation comedy revolving
around an English professor and
his family residing in a New
England University town.
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Harrison fans will be pleased with new album
Extra Texture
George Harrison
by Dave Farmer
Loyal fans of George Harrison will be
very happy with Harrison's latest album
Extra Texture (Read All About It).
Though the album may never make it to
the number-one spot, it has a lot to offer
music enthusiasts.
Since their breakup in 1969, all of the
Beatles have had some success as solo
recording artists. Harrison has put out
several albums that have sold well, but he
has been out distanced by the works of
Paul McCartney and John Lennon.
But after all, McCartney and Lennon
were the major song writers for the
Beatles.
And too, Harrison went on that fantastic
concert tour last year, but that was
overshadowed by tours by CSNY, Elton
John, and Bob Dylan.
Well, Harrison's new album probably
won't do anything to increase his
popularity, but to the people who really
know a good record when they hear it,
Harrison's effort will be a treat.
With a little help from his friends,
Harrison has put together a superb LP.
Leon Russell, Billy Preston, Klaus
Voorman, Jesse Ed Davis, Jim Horn, Tom
Scott, and others compliment Harrison's
guitar and voice to a degree which, in
many places, surpasses his last venture,
Dark Horse.
The most noticeable difference in the
artist's last two works is that on Extra
Texture, Harrison's vocals are much
clearer. If the two albums are listened to,
one after another, the change in clarity is

astounding. Although anyone who wishes
to, can find diamond chords in the rough
chords of Dark Horse. Equally picky,
listeners will be happy to know that on
Extra Texture Harrison again sounds like
the 32-year-old Beatle that he isn't, instead
of like Joe Cocker.
He "isn't" because his music has

changed; there is a new happiness to it.
This was evident on his tour. He has
changed some of the lyrics of Beatle
classics to give an idea for the future.
On his new album, Harrison sings in
such a fashion that one cannot imagine
anything but his smiling through the
recording session. The dust-jacket itself
shows a smiling George. The run-together
caption reads: "Oh not him again." Oh
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yes, it's him again. All glories to Jai Sri
Krishna.
Extra Texture opens with "you" the
happiest song on the album. The entire
record, and in particular this cut, is
reminiscent of Lennon's Walls and
Bridges. Side two starts with a bit more of
"You", entitled "A Bit More of You."
This second side is slightly better than
the first one, as far as lively songs are
concerned. The first side generally is
composed of slower numbers with the
hidden jewel being "Ooh Baby (You Know
That I Love You)," dedicated to Smokey
Robinson.
Another cut from the front is "This
Guitar (Can't Keep From Crying)." Does
it sound like ...? Yes.
The best song on side two, and probably
the most Beatie-like, is "Tired Of Midnight
Blue."
"I don't know where I
had been,
But I know what I had
seen.
Made me chill right to
the bone.
Made me wish that I'd
stayed home,
With you. Tired of
midnight blue."
With a bit of a mystical flair, Harrison,
along with Davis, David Foster, and Jim
Keltner, presents a song that contrasts
with the rest of the album.
Extra Texture (Read All About It), by
George Harrison, on Apple Records, offers
nine cuts in 40 minutes. In general, it is an
excellent recording. There are a couple of

AM singles possible and the album is sure
to receive a great amount of FM attention.
I repeat: It may never be number one,
but Harrison lovers will be made very
happy when they hear it.
CAPTURED ANGEL
Dan Fogelberg
by Roland Skinner
After three excellent albums, super
singer-songwriter Dan Fogelberg seems to
be getting some of the recognition he has
deserved since he released the almost
totally overlooked Homefree several years
ago. Album by album, Fogelberg seems to
get better. Though Souvenirs, released last
year, was somewhat of a disappointment
after Homefree, it was still one of the three
best albums of 1974 (the others being Joni
Mitchell's Court and Spark and Jackson
Browne's Late for the Sky; and Captured
Angel may be Fogelberg's best yet.
Captured Angel begins with a short
string piece called "Aspen" which is
immediately followed by the intense,
driving "These Days." From here,
Fogelberg contrasts short pretty acoustic
pieces with more elaborately produced but
still mellow string backed songs with
rockers. He plays all guitars and piano,
and does most of the vocal work himself,
but receives expert help from Russ Kunkel
on drums, Norbert Putnam on bass, Al
Perkins on pedal steel, and David Lindley
on fiddle.
All of the songs on Captured Angel are
unconditionally excellent. Paced by
(continued to page six)
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Fogelberg's stylish guitar playing and
Kunkel's thumping drum beat, the rockers
like "These Days" and "Man in the
Mirror" simply cook, and both the
acoustical pieces and the elaborate string
backed songs are a treat.
Captured Angel is not fundamentally
different from Fogelberg's past two
albums, but then, it would be difficult to
improve on the best. However, if it is in
fact possible, Captured Angel represents
Dan Fogelberg's best work to date; and it
is proof of the old adage that the best keeps
getting better.

Years is that there seems to be a direct
correspondence between the songs here
and those on Sedaka's Back. For example,
"Tit For Tat" which opens side two sounds
almost exactly like "Love Will Keep Us
Together" which opens side two of
Sedaka's Back.
However, The Hungry Years is both
better produced and performed than last
year's album, and those who enjoyed
Sedaka's Back will probably enjoy The
Hungry Years even better.

THE HUNGRY YEARS

THE DRAGON IS DANCING
Jimtnie Spheeris
by Roland Skinner

Neil Sedaka
by Roland Skinner
Much like Sedaka's Back, released last
year, The Hungry Years contains some
good songs, some excellent ones, and some
losers.
Sedaka is basically sticking to the formula which made him a hitmaker in the
50's and early 60's. A remake of his classic
"Breaking Up is Hard to Do" is even included here.
Occasionally his style is exciting as on
"Bad Blood," his current single release.
However, at other times, as on "Baby
Blue" and "Stephen," this style is terribly
boring. Sedaka also has a style song which
is neither terribly great, nor is it boring.
"Your Favorite Entertainer" and "New
York City Blues" are examples of this.
These are slow ballads which could
easily have been written by Carole King.
Another problem with The Hungry

One of the many unknown artists who
are producing excellent music and not
getting any recognition is Jimmie
Spheeris. Spheeris has produced two past
albums. The first, Isle of View, was a
listenable but a nonexciting introduction.
The second, The Original Tap Dancing Kid
was well produced with beautiful music
and intimate, meaningful lyrics. The
Dragon is Dancing represents more of the
same.
Spheeris' two strong points are his
ability to write a bewitchingly pretty and
exotic sounding, but simple tune, and his
lyric writing.
Spheeris' melodies are deceptively
simple, dreamy and enthrallingly
beautiful. Examples of this on the new
album are the title song with its jazzy but
inconspicuous synthesizer and the electric
piano leads (played well by Chick Corea)
and "Sunken Skies". "Sunken Skies" is

based on a simple acoustic guitar
progression which is overlaid with
ethereal sounding flutes and harps as
Speeds' soft, mysterious voice, which
sounds something like Cat Stevens' once
did, weaves in and out of the melody.
Spheeris' lyrics are enticingly intimate
and the closest to poetry of anything being
written by rock writers these days.
The two year layoff since The Original
Tap Dancing Kid has apparently not affected Jimmie Spheeris' abilitv to create
beautiful music. And hopefully, The
Dragon is Dancing will not be Spheeris'
last album for another two years.
NIGEL OLSSON

For Pizzas
or Subs
call

654-6990
for fatf free delivery

Nigel Olsson
by Roland Skinner
Apparently, drummer Nigel Olsson is
attempting to follow in the footsteps of
mentor Elton John and Neil Sedaka,
producing an album of top 40 hits. Olsson is
a competent and at times excellent
drummer, but unfortunately he does not
have either a strong enough voice or a well
enough defined style to match either
Sedaka or Elton.
In addition, most of his writing is at best
weak. However, Olsson's songs are no
worse than what is commonly heard on
Top 40 radio so millions of 13 and 14 yearold girls should enjoy Nigel Olsson
tremendously.
But it seems that better could be expected of the drummer for Elton John.

Because of popular demand TAPS will
extend book reservations. A staff
member will be at the TAPS office, 9th
level above the Loggia, Sunday through
Wednesday from 8 am to TO pm until
Nov. 21. If you wish to obtain a TAPS,
you must reserve one now. Absolutely
no TAPS will be put on general sale in
April since only the number reserved
will be printed. This will be your last
chance.
page 6
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Student senate acts on variety of matters
by Jack A. McKenzie
News Editor
Emergency funding, parking, student
organizations, fireworks, popcorn poppers
and bicycles were the major topics of
concern at the Student Senate's weekly
Monday night session in Brackett Hall.
The senate passed six resolutions and
three bills. Six petitions for recognition
submitted by organizations were considered. Five of these were approved,
while one was rejected.
Emergency Funding
The Bowling Club was allocated $650 in
emergency funds by the senate, upon the
recommendation of the Student Government Finance Committee.
Presenting the finance committee's
report on the request, Vice President of the
Student Body Harold Price stated that the
club had cited increases in membership,
number of matches and tournaments, and
transportation costs as the reasons for its
request.
The club was granted $1500 last spring
when the senate passed the fund allocation
resolution for the 1975-76 academic year.
Several senators questioned the validity
of the needs presented as reasons for the
additional funding. Members of the
finance committee countered these
arguments by pointing out that the
leadership of the Bowling Club has undergone reorganization this semester and
that the club has increased its schedule for
the year.
The club had requested $1,321.40 in
emergency funds.

Parking
A resolution passed last week by the
senate requesting that the area behind the
Union building be designated as a 30minute parking zone was modified Monday night with the passage of a request
that the area be monitored 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.
The original resolution had suggested
that the area not be monitored on
weekends and several senators objected
that this would be tantamount to providing
a few motorists with permanent spaces on
weekends.
In another resolution passed Monday,
the senate requested that the area between
B and C sections of Johnstone Hall be
marked off into parking spaces. The
resolution also contained a clause asking
for around-the-clock monitoring of the
area.
Student Organizations
Five campus organizations: the
Biochemistry Club, the Orienteering Club,
Delta Phi Alpha (German honor club), the
Way Campus Outreach, and the Bengal
Babes were granted official recognition by
the student legislature.
Consideration of the petitions for
recognition produced lengthy discussions
with
some
senators
indicating
dissatisfaction with the method by which
organizations are recognized.
Members of the Student Organizations
and Affairs Committee which recommends to the senate action on petitions
defended the committee's reports on the
organizations. At one point, one committee
member declared, "We don't just
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recognize anybody who comes before us.
We do study these papers (constitutions of
organizations, petitions, etc.) carefully
before we report to the senate."
The committee's recommendations
were accepted by the senate in all but one
instance. The committee had reported
unfavorably on the petition from the
Bengal Babes, but the senate chose to
grant the organization recognition.
The request of one other organization,
Eclipse, was denied by the legislature
upon the committee's suggestion. Eclipse
is a five-member group of student
musicians, and the fact that group's
constitution limits the maximum number
of members to seven was given as the
main reason for not recognizing the band.
Legislation approved by the senate
concerning organizations included a
resolution requesting that all clubs and
associations take necessary actions to
open themselves to all students regardless
of sex.
The resolution cited Title IX, a federal
anti-discrimination law, as requiring
federally-assisted educational programs
and activities to be open to both sexes.
As stated in the resolution, Clemson
University is a subject to Title IX and is,
therefore, responsible for insuring that all
students activities on campus are in line
with the provisions of the law.
The senate then passed two bills
designed to allow only organizations which
limit their active membership roles to
students and which are open to all students
to be officially recognized and funded with
student funds.
Recognized organizations will be able to

have non-student members only in
associate, affliate, honorary, advisory,
etc. capacities.
Judiciary
In an effort to clarify Student Handbook
injunctions against the possession and use
of fireworks by students, the senate passed
a bill adding the word "fireworks" to
Section V of Student Regulations (page 104
of the Handbook).
Possession and use of • fireworks are
already considered violations of this
provision, and the senate's bill simply
clarifies the section.
Residence Halls
"Popping the Question," a resolution
requesting that popcorn poppers be
allowed in dormitories, was also passed.
Although, as a resolution, the legislation
has no enforcement value, senators
pointed out that a survey of students last
year resulted in 1618 positive responses
and 72 negative responses on the question
concerning the respondent's desire to keep
and use popcorn poppers in his or her
room.
A similar resolution was passed
requesting that the University bicycle
parking code be changed to allow bikes to
be kept in dormitory rooms.
The senate refused to pass legislation
establishing an off-campus housing list to
be compiled for use by students seeking
area housing.
Vice President's Reports
Student Body Vice President Harold
(continued to page sixteen)
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Burtner: entrance to med schools not easy
by Chester S. Spell
Features Editor
In this age of fewer jobs for more people,
many college students continue to look to
the medical fields for a career. As the
number of applicants to various medical
schools increases, however, the
educational facilities are under equally
increasing financial pressure.
According to Dr. Frank Burtner,
Coordinator for Pre-Professional Health
Education, trends of the past few years at
Clemson have paralleled developments on
the national level—many more students
trying to get in only a few more places
openings than those which existed a few
years ago.
"Last year," Burtner said, "about 60-80
Clemson students applied to Medical
schools, with 13 getting into medical
schools and 12 into dental school. Another
trend," Burtner added, "is that each year
the median grade point ratio and median
MCAT (Medical College Admissions Test)
score slightly rises for the students who
are accepted."
Burtner stressed that the MCAT scores
and grades of applicants to medical
schools are not the only factors which the
medical schools consider in selecting
students. "As a matter of fact," Burtner
commented, "the grade point ratio and
MCAT are good predictors about how well
a student will do in the first year of
medical school or dental school—that is as
far as they go."
Among other factors emphasized in
assessing a student, Burtner said, were the
own student's personality and the ability to
get along well with others. "How well a
student is motivated and how well the
student can get along with others are
naturally important in any field dealing
with people as the medical profession
does. Some students have been qualified
for admission grade-wise but rejected on
personality basis," Burtner added.

One other aspect of the medical
education which Burtner mentioned was
the relatively good chances of staying in
medical school once acceptance was
gained. "Medical schools are not whimsical in their choices," he noted, "once
accepted they will do everything in their
power to see the student through—the
attrition rate is very low."

"Some students have been
qualified for admission gradewise but rejected on a personality
basis."
One of the overall trends which Burtner
pointed is the fact that it seems medical
colleges are attracting and accepting
students on a more regional, and in fact
state-supported basis. "The Clemson
student's best chance by far," Burtner
held, "is to apply at the South Carolina
College of Medicine as state-supported
schools lean heavily towards students
from that state." Burtner related that out
of 165 accepted students last year only 4
were out of state.
"The private medical schools such as
Duke, Emory, and others are in financial
trouble," Burtner said. "Many of these
schools," he added, "have become
somewhat state supported in that their
state pays them some amount of money in
return for the school guaranteeing a
certain amount, such as 50 per cent, of
accepted students to come from that
state."
Burtner said the reasons for increased
costs are primarily higher salaries for
faculty, equipment, and the maintenance
of a medical school type hospital.
One of the characteristics of the medical
profession which may be affected by rising
costs and increased numbers of medical

doctors is the distribution of these doctors
across the nation.
"At this time," Burtner commented,
"the great majority of doctors are in the
urban areas; at the same time we have
areas with not enough doctors. Scholarship
plans such as that in South Carolina has a
grant from the state in the past which
requires a student after graduation to
practice in the state for at least a period."
Burtner also said that some counties had
similar plans for those students to practice
in a particular county. "The problem I see
with these plans," Burtner noted, "is the
difficulty in enforcing them. Many
students will simply pay off a grant in time
and then be free to leave the area or find
some other way to leave an area needing
more medical doctors."
"Medical schools themselves," Burtner
said, "should neither expand in number or
in class size in the future because of the
financial situation." Burtner added,
however,
that
the
Veterans
Administration Medical School of South
Carolina, which will have its first class in
September of 1976, will be a new school
primarily for veterans and "strictly for
South Carolina residents." The first class
will have 32 students, to be increased to 64
in the third and fourth year of operation
and 96 students afterwards," Burtner said.
"One important trend," Burtner
mentioned, "is the increasing number of
women students applying to medical
schools from Clemson and elsewhere. I
also think that in the future more minority
students will be accepted by medical
schools," he added.
What about the issue now that medical
schools may soon be turning out more
doctors than are needed? Burtner replied,
"The Department of Health, Education
and Welfare's estimate of a 'saturation
point' by the 1980's for medical students
may become true if the current amount of
foreign school graduates coming to the

United States remains the same."
After the medical schools have accepted
their students the question still remains as
to the fate of those not accepted to medical
schools. Burtner related that many continue to graduate school and reapply to
medical school, other find positions in
various health professions and fields
which pertained to their major. "The
problem is," Burtner held, "that most of
these students who do not get into medical
school want nothing other than a M.D.
degree. They will not consider the many
other opportunities in health professions
which are actually in need of people at this
time."
Burtner is advisor for students interested in the health fields and
requirements for them. He urges all interested students to see him at 100 Hardin
Hall.

IF YOU LET A FRIEND
DRIVE DRUNK,
YOU'RE NO FRIEND.
A phone call. A simple,
ten-cent phone call for a cab could
save your friend's life.
If your friend has been
drinking too much, he shouldn't
be driving.
The automobile crash is the
number one cause of death of people
your age. And the ironic thing is
that the drunk drivers responsible
for killing young people are most
often other young people.
Take a minute. Spend a
dime. Call a cab. That's all. If you
can't do that, drive him yourself.
Or let him sleep on your couch.
We're not asking you to be
a doctor or a cop. Just a friend.

What can you do when
you want extra money?
Let H & R Block teach you
to prepare income tax returns.
H & R Block knows income taxes, and how to teach
you to prepare income tax returns.
We teach income tax preparation to people who have
a flair for dealing accurately with figures, and who
enjoy working with the public, and who would like to
earn extra income in their spare time. Over 300,000
students have graduated from our Income Tax Course.
We teach classes in more than 2,000 communities
throughout the country. There is almost certain to be a
class location and time satisfactory to you. Job interviews available for best students. Send for free information and class schedules today. HURRY!

Classes start: Nov. 17, 1975
There are 2 convenient classes scheduled.
Contact the CXHQBILOCK office
P.O. Box 902
101 West Main St.
Seneca, S.C. 29678
Please send me free information about your tax preparation course. I understand there is no obligation.
Name
Address
.State.
.PhoneCity
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Lvttar*
(continued from page two)
I realize that it is not possible to
have every inch of Clemson
University's campus lit, but I feel
that an area that is traveled a lot
during night hours should be well
lighted. With various meetings
and night classes held in both
Godfrey and Tillman, it becomes
imperative for individuals living
in the Clemson House area to
cross Bowman Field.
This, I feel, is evidence enough
to consider the issue of placing a
light on Bowman Field so that the
safety of these individuals will be
enhanced.
Cathy G. Lentz

Praise for
The Players
The Clemson Players' recent
production of "Promises,
Promises," is just one more
example of the enormous talent
and energy existing on this
campus. I was fortunate enough
to see most of the productions last
year and therefore I was not
surprised to see how excellently
this play was undertaken and
handled.

However, it is well past the
time that the Clemson Players
receive the recognition that they
so rightly deserve at this
university. This area is fairly
deficient in the cultural arts and
it is time that something be done
about it. It is more than 'evident
that this university has many
talented people willing to give
their time to bring the theater to
those who will enjoy it.

performance they presented and
I would like to thank them for a
totally enjoyable evening.
Robert A. Yannazzo

If the current concession stand
contractors cannot better satisfy
the needs of the students and fans
I suggest they be replaced.
Ernie Wright

Concession
Complaints

Crosswalks
Dangerous

It is also evident that they
should be allowed to do so in an
auditorium bigger than Daniel
Auditorium.

I would like to comment on the
gross mismanagement of the
concession stands at the Wake
Forest football game. It is a
shame and disgrace that when
Clemson fans turn out in such
large numbers to support the
Tigers that they can't buy a Coke
after the third quarter.
It is even more of an insult and
an outrage to be asked to pay 50
cents for a cup of water. Furthermore charging 15 cents for a
paper cup is ridiculous.
Better management of the
concession stands is imperative
because of the extremely poor
service which results in undue
hardships to the fan who attends
the game to see more than the
underside of the stands.
A possible solution to the long
lines would be to sell drinks,
peanuts, etc. in the stands during
the game as is done at most other
college football games.

There has been much talk
about the need for a performing
arts building on campus and this
recent production is just more
evidence in support of such a
building. This university is well
known for its educational goals
and its athletics.
It is time, however, that
Clemson should come out of the
dark ages and decide that it must
take an active part in fostering
the arts, which such an Arts
building would do. We have the
talent so let us now provide the
facilities for it.
In closing I would like to
congratulate everyone involved
with this production on the fine

PIZZAS

How would you like to have
your life threatened five or six
times a day? If you live at the
Clemson House, you know how
dangerous it is trying to cross the
street. The two crosswalks
provided for the students walking
to and from the Clemson House
might as well not be there.
The drivers of the cars seem to
enjoy whizzing by the pedestrians
with barely an inch to spare. In
fact, Friday morning the driver
did not have an inch to spare —
someone got hit!
Fortunately she was not
seriously injured but she could
have been. Something must be
done to remedy this dangerous
situation. Are you waiting for
someone to get killed?
Kaye Corbett
Jean Rauton
Kathy Hayward
Vivien Batson

Matches don't start forest
fires. People do. And they do it
because they don't think. And
because they don't take the
time to be careful.
* A Public Service ol This Newspaper
& The Advertising Council

SANDWICHES
BREAD BAKED FRESH DAILY
FOOTLONG
$1.90-'/2-$1.10

DOUGH MADE FRESH DAILY
Cheese
Onion
Green Pepper
Pepperoni
Italian Sausage
Ground Beef
Olive (Green)
Olive (Black)
Anchovy
Shrimp
Mushroom
Ham

SUBMARINE
m. Salami, Sauce, Cheese, Baked
MEATBALL SANDWICH
Meatballs & Meat Sauce
HOAGIE
Ham, Salami, Mustard, Mayonnaise
EMive Oil, Lettuce & Tomato
VERSUVIAN STEAK
Hamburger Steak, Lettuce & Tomato
S Mustard, Mayonnaise

ADDITIONAL ITEMS
CHANELO'S SUPREME

HAM & CHEESE
Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Mustard
PASTRAMI
V Pastrami, Pickle & Mustard
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Spaghetti & Meat Sauce with Hot Garlic Bread
Spaghetti & Meat Balls with Hot Garlic Bread
Spaghetti & Mushroom Sauce with Hot Garlic Bread
Spaghetti, Mushroom & Meat Balls with Hot Garlic Bread
Meat Ravioli with Hot Garlic Bread
Lasagna with Hot Garlic Bread
Italian Salad .55
Garlic Bread .45

Extra Meat Ball .25
.55
Cheese Bread

ROAST BEEF DIP
Roast Beef, Mustard, Tomato

BEVERAGES
Coke - Root Beer - Sprite
Iced Tea or Coffee

.30
.20

FAST - FREE DELIVERY 654-6990
$1 MINIMUM ON CAMPUS
$2 MINIMUM IN CITY LIMITS

FAST FREE CAMPUS DELIVERY
October 23,197S
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Photo Club contest entries
now being accepted
The Clemson Photo Club has announced
that it will be accepting entries to its third
annual photo contest through Nov. 6.
There will be two categories of competition, black and white and color, with
two awards to be presented in each
category.
Fant's Camera store of Anderson has
donated the awards which are $25 gift
certificates to each of the first place
winners and $15 gift certificates to each of
the second place finishers.
Judging will be based on three factors:

overall craftsmanship, subject matter,
and interest.
Entry blanks are currently available
from Ralph Macdonald in 4A2 Lever Hall
and Bill Linder in A829 Johnstone. There
will be a limit of three entries in each
category, and the competition is only open
to mamateur photographers. A spokesman
for the club stated that "part-time commercial work would disqualify someone as
an amateur" for the contest.
Further information can be obtained
from Ralph Macdonald at 656-6505.

Alpha Lamba Delta Society
Offers ten fellowships
Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta
National Honor Society who was
graduated with a cumulative grade
average equal to the society's initiation
standard is eligible to apply for one of the
ten fellowships being offered by the
National Council of Alpha Lambda Delta.
Also, graduating seniors may apply if
they have achieved the necessary average
to the end of the first semester of this year.
The fellowships being offered are: the
Maria Leonard Fellowship, the Alice
Crocker Lloyd Fellowship, the Adele
Hagner Stamp Fellowship, the Kathryn
Sisson Phillips Fellowship, the Christine
Yerges Conaway Fellowship, the May
Augusta Brunson Fellowship, the Fiftieth
Anniversary Miriam A. Shelden
Fellowship, the Gladys Pennington Houser
Fellowship, the Bicentennial Fellowship,
and the International Women's Year
Fellowship.
The amount of each fellowship is $2000.
Applicants will be judged on scholastic
record, recommendations, soundness of
stated project and purpose, and need.
Applicants must personally complete the

application forms.
Application forms must be submitted to
the National Headquarters of Alpha
Lambda Delta, Box 279, Lewisburg, Pa.
17837, by Jan. 6, 1976.
Information and application blanks may
be obtained from Cathy Turner in the
Office of Student Affairs, 201 Mell Hall.

Russian economist
To speak here
Famed Russian economist Aron I.
Katsenelinboign will speak on the subject
of the Soviet economy Nov. 3 at 7:30 p.m.
in Sirrine Hall Auditorium. The speech is
sponsored by Clemson's department of
economics.
Author of the book, The Rebirth of Soviet
Economics, Katsenelinboign graduated
from the Moscow State Economic Institute
in 1946. He emigrated from the USSR in
1973 and is now a visiting professor at the
University of Pennsylvania.

i*iifrx

Placement Schedule
Eligible students interested in scheduling interviews
with prospective employers may begin signing up for
appointments, according to Al Mathiasen, placement
director.
The scheduling period will begin Monday in the

placement
loggia, for
Further
placement
the loggia

library located on theseventh level, above the
interviews to be held Nov. 1014.
information may be obtained from the
office also located on the seventh level, above
(656-2152).

Interview Date

Time Period

Company

Graduation
Date of
Student

Preferred Majors
of Students

Mon., Nov. 10
Tues., Nov. 11

8:40 a.m.-4:30 p.r
9 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

Ga. Tech Management School
Dept. of Navy (CAPSO-N)

Dec.-Aug.
Dec. only

Tues., Nov. 11
Tues., Nov. 11

9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Duke Univ. MBA
Blue Bell, Inc.

Dec.-Aug.
Dec.-Aug.

All Curricula
Ch.E., C.E., M.E.,
E.E.
All Curricula
In.Ed., M.E., E.T..
A.M., F.M., I.M.
Acct., A.M., F.M.,
I.M., Econ.
Ch.E., C.E., E.E.,
M.R.
In.Ed., M.E., E.T.,
A.M., F.M., I.M.
C.E., E.S.E., W.R.E
Acct., Ag.Ec, Ch.E.
E.E., M.E.
Cr.E., Ch.E., E.E.,
M.E., I.M.

Wed., Nov. 12

9 a.m.-4 p.m.

S.C. National Bank

Dec. only

Wed., Nov. 12

9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Int'l Paper-So. Kraft

Dec.-Aug.

Wed., Nov. 12

9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Blue Bell, Inc.

Dec.-Aug.

Wed., Nov. 12
Thurs., Nov. 13

9 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Environmental Protection Agency
Central Soya Company

Dec.-Aug.
Dec. only

Thurs., Nov. 13

9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Great Lakes Carbon Corp.

Dec.-Aug.

Fri., Nov. 14

9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Amoco Production

Fri., Nov. 14

9 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

Hoechst Fiber Industry

Summer Empl.
Undergrads
Dec.-Aug.

Ch.E., M.E.
Ch.E., M.E., I.M.,
T.C., Text. Sci., T.T.

Hear the flap of happy gums at

BEAT STATE
LYNGH'S DRUG STORE
AIRLINE — BUS — TRAIN
TICKET SERVICE
for

Thanksgiving & Christmas
Nov. — 11 am - 3 pm
CUSU Travel Centers
Holtzendorff YMCA
page 10

free service

BAKER'S DOZEN
Doughnuts-Cookies-Brownies-Soft Drinks
8 a.m.-9p.m. Mon-Sat. 10 a.m. 4 p.m. Sun.
University Square Mall-302 Seneca Road, Clemson
654-6827

Upstairs
,
AT THE '
r

STUDY HALL
DELIVERY SERVICE
for all items
6-11 p.m. 7 days a week
Call 654-3692
the Tiger

Education course attacks reading problems
by Steve Matthews
Assistant News Editor
If you're struggling through jargonfilled textbooks, can't hack that 600 page
novel, and are barely hanging on to a 2.0
GPR, a solution to your problems may be a
reading course offered to average and
above-average students wishing to improve their reading skills.
Students who have taken the course,
Education 101, have attained considerably
higher grade point ratios than those who
have not, according to Mrs. Teryl Carpenter, instructor of two Ed. 101 sections.
Mrs. Carpenter has conducted statistical
studies of students who have previously
participated in the course.
Students who took the class maintained
a 2.66 GPR for the following semester as
compared to a 1.93 GPR held by students
who had signed up for the class but were
barred from attending the class because of
a restricted number of sections, Carpenter
revealed.
In the second semester following their
participation in the course students
averaged a 2.64 GPR as opposed to the 2.19
GPR attained by the Non-Ed. 101 group.
"There is a high correlation between the
ability to read and the ability to succeed in
college," Carpenter remarked. "If you
can't read, you're not going to make it",
she contended.
Although Ed. 101 was originally created
for the benefit of Freshman athletes as a
non-credit course, it is now a one credit
class for average students. It is not a
remedial course, Carpenter stressed.
The course consists of three one-hour
classes each week in which three basic

This Week's
Movie Schedule.

reading skills are stressed — reading rate,
reading comprehension, and vocabulary.
Fifteen minutes is allocated for each of
these skills in every class, Carpenter said.
"These skills are in separable, but we
separate them to teach them," she commented. A six week period of learning
basic skills is followed by a seven week
period of learning to apply these skills,
Carpenter stated.
The Reading rate of the students, one of
the three concentrations of the class, has
shown significant improvement, according to Carpenter's statistical study.
"If a student comes in with a reading rate
below 350 words per minute, he could
double his rate rather easily," she
remarked.
The comprehension phase of the Ed. 101
program has also been very successful.
Carpenter reported that students have
gained 19-20 percentiles in their reading
comprehension. No other colleges have
recorded those kind of gains, she commented.
Of the three major skills, vocabulary has
shown the least success, Carpenter stated.
"We're trying some new approaches to the
teaching of vocabulary, but whether they
will help or not, I don't know," she said.
"We're trying to have a scheduled
organized approach (to vocabulary)
rather than just a haphazard approach,"
Carpenter related. But adding a couple
hundred words to a student's vocabulary
of thousands of words is "insignificant".
Although Ed. 101 is open to all students,
priority is given to freshmen. Carpenter
believes that the course can have the most
impact on freshmen. "If it's a question
between a senior and an incoming fresh-

ra run,

IN CLEMSON
University Square Mall

654-6500

The movie with the 6 best Sellers in one!

PeTBRSeneRS
UnDeRcoveRS
0

liljrvU

Artists

Hurry! Ends Saturday! - 7:30 & 9:10
LATE SHOW 11:30 P.M.
m || jfj-, _^ ■
-„
|i
Friday Saturday & Sunday WOOQSCOCK
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

Oct. 26-28

"I DOUBT THAT THERE
HAS BEEN A FUNNIER

OR MORE SUBTLE
EXPOS* OF THE BEAUTY
CONTEST SCENE. The

high comedy is never out
«f character!" -Judith Crist,

Opening Wednesday
Oct. 29th
7:20&9:10
RAYMOND
CHANDLE1
CLASSIC
THRILLER

man that has got eight semesters ahead of
him, I'd rather work with that freshman,"
she remarked.
A problem was posed by the limited
number of sections of Ed. 101 and the
limited number of students allowed in each
section, Carpenter commented. Both last
fall and this fall many students have been
rejected from the course because of the
large enrollment.
The present Ed. 102 and Ed. 103 courses
were developed from the Ed. 101 course
which began six years ago. Ed. 102 is a
continuation of Ed. 101 and Ed. 103 is a
remedial course concentrating on study
skills, Carpenter related. Before the
splitting up of the reading classes into
three separate courses, Ed. 101 "was more
than we could handle," she stated.
The remedial reading program, dealing
with high-risk freshmen, has also been
greatly successful, Carpenter pointed out.
High-risk freshman are defined as those
who scored less than 350 out of a possible
800 on verbal SAT.
Carpenter's study of 90 high-risk freshmen in 1970 indicates 71.4 per cent of the
students who took the reading course
graduated or are still enrolled. Only 43.8
per cent of the control group, who did not
take the course, have graduated or are still
enrolled.
A 1971 study showed that the group that
took the course exceeded their predicted
GPR significantly and only 12 per cent of
the group were deficient in their GPR at
the end of the academic year. However,
33.3 per cent of the control group were
deficient in their GPR.
The success of the 1971 course has

developed into the three reading courses of
today. "I think Ed. 101 and Ed. 102 are
highly successful; Ed. 103 has only been in
effect one year and I don't think we have
enough data to say how effective it is yet,"
Carpenter commented.
The objectives of Ed. 101 are to develop a
flexible reading rate, to develop adequate
comprehension, and to increase
vocabulary. If statistics are regarded as a
valid guide, these objectives have been
reached.

Blood pressure
clinic scheduled
Had your blood pressure checked lately?
If not, you may be interested in Clemson's
nursing students' free Hypertension
Screening Clinic on Oct. 28, 29 and Nov. 3.
The nursing students will be located at
Schiletter Dining Hall, Harcombe Dining
Hall, the Clemson University library,
Winn-Dixie, A&P, and Martin's Drug
Store.
Hours for this service will be 3-5 p.m. for
Oct. 28 and 29, and 4-6 p.m. for Nov. 3. The
procedure is painless and takes only a few
minutes.
Hypertension, or high blood pressure, is
a major health problem in the United
States and affects more than one person in
every 10. Hypertension heart disease takes
about 100,000 lives each year.

THE GROCERY
PRESENTS

BILL DEAL
AND THE
R0NDELLS
Thursday, friday and Saturday this week

coming Oct. 27 through Nov. 1

New York Magazine

CELEBRITY BALL
Fareweil.MyUvefy'
smme MBFRTWTCHUM
CHARLOTTE ftAMPUNG

A ROLLICKING SATIRE!"
:

"THE BEST JOB OF PERIODCATCHING SINCE 'CHINATOWN'
AND 'GODFATHER, PART II'."
—Chart*t Champtin, LA. Times

— Vincent Canby, N. Y. Times-

Smile Special - All Seats $1.50
Evenings At 7:00 & 9:10

October 23, 197S

" I THINK IT'S THE KIND OF MOVIE
BOQART WOULD HAVE STOOD IN
LINE TO SEE."
—K«x R««d, Syndicated Cofumnis*

monday night — students free
tuesday night — ladies free
Wednesday night — draft special
Happy Hour 2-6
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List
499.95
241.80

OUR COMPLETE SYSTEM PRICE

336.00
Total Retail Value 1077.75
839.95

PIONEER CT-F 2121 Cassette Deck
with DOLBY

199.95
OUR PRICE 155.00

SANSUI LM 110 LOUDSPEAKERS (PAIR) LIST $250.00, OUR
PRICE $179.00
MARANTZ IMPERIAL 4G SPEAKER SYSTEM (PAIR) LIST
$120.00
OUR PRICE $75.00
SUPER SERVICE, FAST DELIVERY
ALL ITEMS FULLY GUARANTEED UNDER MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTY
ASK ABOUT OUR EXCLUSIVE 30 DAY EXCHANGEGUARANTEE POLICY
CALL FOR QUOTES ON ALL STEREO COMPONENTS

PHONE 654-4471 CLEMSON FOR ALL
OF YOUR STEREO COMPONENTS AT
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES!

R.0OPL
HISTORY

DAYDREAK

AT LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME.
This month's special...
MARANTZ 2250 Stereo Receiver
50 watts RMS-channel
B.I.C. 960 Turntable, base, cover and
SHURE M-91 ED Cartridge included!
BOSE 501 Series II Loudspeakers (pair)

MUSIC

5USAW COCHREU.

STEREO COMPONENTS
AUDIO SYSTEMS
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Sun., Oct. 26
2:00 - 4:1

Amphitheater
Also Ray Addison and Tim Black
with some of the South's
finest Bluegrass.
Tillman if
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RESEARCH

'Friendship' service is proposed
Clemson students may find it easier to
make friends next semester if Stefan La
Porte has his way.
La Porte, a senior history major, is
presently involved in designing a friendship service to begin next semester to aid
students in finding other students with
whom they can snare interests and activities.
According to La Porte, the exact nature
of the service has not yet been determined,
but the basic details of the plan would
include having participating students fill
out questionnaires designed to show the
students' interests and personalitv traits.
These forms would then be put on file,
probably in the Union building, and would
be available for review.
"The possibilities for use of this service
are immense," stated La Porte. "For
example, club presidents could come in
and look through the files and find students
to contact about becoming members of
their organizations," he explained.
"The main idea behind the whole thing,
however, is to help people meet people,"
he said. "It will be especially helpful to
students who are not in a fraternity and
who don't go downtown to bars a lot," he
added.
La Porte has received help in organizing
the program from members of the Student
Union, the Psychology Club, and the
Sociology Club. Edwin G. Brainerd,
associate professor of psychology, has
been especially helpful on the project,
according to La Porte.
One way in which Brainerd has been of

assistance is in the preparation of a survey
form which was distributed to approximately 200 students earlier this
semster to determine if a friendship
service was desired by students.
Brainerd distributed some of the forms
to his freshmen classes and the remaining
forms were distributed to La Porte to other
students.
The results of the survey showed that,
while only a few persons indicated they
would definitely participate in such a
program, an average of approximately 50
per cent said they would be interested in
the program.
Should the program become established,
it possibly could be developed into a
computer-matching service, according to
La Porte. This, however, will happen only
after the initial effort has been proven, he
indicated.
La Porte said there would be a fee for
those who participate in the program, but
that this would be less than a dollar and
would be used to pay the expenses of
providing the service.
Those who participate would not only
have access to the interest forms filled out
by students, but would also received
discounts at a local bar, restaurant, and
movie theater. There would also be parties
given for participants, La Porte explained.
"Our main goal is unity, "La Porte
stated. "We want to tie thing together on
campus. Now we have a lot of interests and
organizations on campus, but we need
some way to get students together to
participate with each other.

Thousands of Topics

"Our major need is to get people involved in helping to organize the service
and to decide exactly how we are going to
carry it out."
La Porte said interested persons should
call him (7768), Robin Hardin at the
Student Union (2461), Ward Synder (7770),
or the student government office (2151).
There will be a meeting to organize those
interested into a club Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
the YMCA building. La Porte urged all
students with a desire to see the friendship
service established to attend this meeting.

Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE.,# 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

FOR PIZZAS
& SUBS CALL
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MALL THEATRE
NORTH MAIN STREET

OCT.
24-30

Your Last Chance to
See Benji For 7 Years!

From
Noon'til Midnight
Weekdays
Noon 'til One
Weekends
Dine In-Carry Out
Or
Delivery

Mon. thru Fri. 3:55
5:35-7:15-9:00
SAT. SUN. 2:30
4:00-5:40-7:15-9:00

Salute ^Jd

654-6990
Fast Free Delivery
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'Old Guard' fades away; Tiger elections set
Pandemonium reigned in the Student
Center Wednesday night with Tiger editorin-chief John Rowntree's surprise announcement that he was quitting his post
effective Nov. 16.
The announcement, made in an open
meeting at the Tiger office, broke like a
bombshell, stunning the faithful staff
members gathered to hear Rowntree's last
farewell.
"I just couldn't go on," choked Rowntree, blinking back the tears. "I just won't
be able to continue when Kerry Capps is

gone.
"Please forgive me," Rowntree sobbed.
'I can no longer bear the heavy burden of
this office without Kerry by my side."
Capps, Tiger managing editor who will
graduate (maybe) this December, blushed
and said, "Aw, gee. I never knew he felt
this way."
Not to be outdone, the rest of the senior
staff resigned their positions, vowing to
follow Capps "wherever he goes." A
poignant moment followed as sports editor
Steve Ellis threw himself at Capps' feet

Clemson Alumni Master Teacher
Award nomination open
For the third consecutive year the
Student Alumni Council (SAC) will select
the outstanding professor at Clemson from
nominations submitted by students,
alumni, faculty and administration officials.
This most coveted prize, the Alumni
Master Teacher Award, will be presented
at spring commencement and will include
a handsome plaque and $1,000 in cash —
provided by the Alumni Association.
SAC — acting as the official student body
representative for the Alumni National
Council — will make the final selection
based on a slate of 10 nominees presented
by the criteria committee by Feb. 1. Final
selection will be made by April 1.
SAC President Hamp Lindsey urges all

alumni to nominate a professor for the
Alumni Master Teacher Award.
Nominations by alumni must be mailed to:
The SAC, Alumni Center, by Jan. 1. All
nominations will be kept confidential.
To be eligible, a nominee must not be a
current alumni professor. He or she can
receive the award only once and there is no
restriction as to degree requirement or
age. Nominees must have been on the
faculty for the three previous full
academic years, and must teach a
minimum of 60 per cent under-graduate
classes.
The recipient in 1974 was Dr. Louis L.
Henry, associate professor of English, and
in 1975 was Dr. Jerome V. Reel, Jr.,
associate professor of history.

t

crying, "You taught me all I know."
A sudden change in mood was evident,
however, as junior staffer Horatio Schwartz was heard to murmur, "Gee! I
always did want to be editor." He disappeared from the crowd, only to be found
later sitting in the editor's office, wearing
the gray, tattered editor's hat, symbol of
unrestrained power.
Elections for editor-in-chief, managing
editor, copy editor, news editor, assistant
news editor, features editor, sports editor,
photo editor, business manager, ad
manager, office manager and circulation

manager will be held Nov. 16. Applications
for senior staff positions are available in
the Tiger office and must be returned by
Nov. 13.
As the crowd of once-faithful staffers
rushed to make new applications for
positions, Capps began searching for
Rowntree, whining, "Where's John? At
least I know he still cares."
Rowntree was found smoking a cigar in
the canteen, making plans for the future.
Smiling his cheeky grin, he revealed, "I've
been thinking about running for vice
president for student affairs."

Teacher evaluation forms
to be distributed next week
Teacher evaluation forms will be
distributed in the classes taught by over
500 Clemson professors Friday, Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday, according to
Student Body President Reggie Foster.
Foster's executive staff, chaired by
Cecil Walker, has been working on the
teacher evaluation forms and programs
for much of the Foster term of office.
By distributing the forms in classes,
Foster and Walker hope to get a better and
more accurate response to the survey than
that received last year. Last year the

questionnaires were distributed and
collected on the loggia. The sporadic and
inconsistent nature of this distribution and
collection system was criticized by many
as making the survey results doubtful in
importance.
This year, individual professors will
distribute the forms in class and will then
collect them. Student officials expressed
the hope that this will give validity to the
survey.
Foster noted that computer cards will be
used as forms this year in contrast to the
long ballot-type forms used last year.

UNIVERSITY STEREO
UNIVERSITY SQUARE MINI-MALL PHONE 654-4400

Paw's Pack
Your choice of ham or roast beef
served on a sub roll with swiss
cheese and potato chips...packed
to go for speed and conveniance.

$

1.95

Paw's Packs will be available
from 10 a.m. -1 p.m. the day
of the game.
In the "Mini-Mall," across from Littlejohn.
Phone 654-6895 for carry-out.
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EMIL KLATI, CLEMSON STUDENT, WON THE DOOR PRIZE A
ROCKWELL MODEL 61 CALCULATOR, AT UNIVERSITY
STEREO'S GRAND OPENING OCTOBER 18th AT THE MINIMALL.

COME BY AND SEE THE MANY FINE STEREO AND
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS AVAILABLE
AT OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES.

the Tiger

&AMPUS AttlitTAfi
AED invites members and their guests to hear Dr
Thomas K. Borg, Assistant Dean for Student Affairs and
Dean of Admissions for the new University of South
Carolina School of Medicine. The meeting will be held on
Wed. at 7 p.m. in room 301 Kinard.

claasifwds

LOST: part German Shepherd, part Collie, female dog.
She is five months old, light tan with a darker tail. Answers to the name Sugarbear. If found call 654-5065.

THE CLEMSON PHOTO CLUB will meet at 7 p m
Mon. in room 12 Brackett. Interested students and
faculty are welcome.

FOR SALE: Acoustic model 300 P.A. power amp with
200 watts RMS at less than .4 per cent distortion. It has
one booster output jack, aux. jack, volume control, and
two speaker output jacks. Call Joe at 654-6971 or 656-2127.

ASPA will meet Mon. at 7 p.m. in rooms 101 and 102
Sirnne. This will be the charter meeting and all members are urged to attend.

FOUND: jacket on top of a car parked in front of
Tillman Saturday. To claim call 656-7859.

ORDER OF ATHENA will hold a business meeting on
Wed. at 7 p.m. in the small room in Byrnes basement.

FOR SALE: two large Advent loudspeakers, $220 & one
Advent 201 cassette deck, $300, only two months old. Call
654-5096 and ask for Dave.

DR. L.D. MILNE, Associate Dean, College of Pharmacy, University of South Carolina, will be available in
room 100 Hardin on Tues., 9 a.m. to 12 noon, to talk to
students interested in pharmacy.

FOR SALE: Sanyo model 5211 AM-FM stereo receiver
with two speakers, a Garrard auto turntable - eight track
tape deck for $175. Call Jim at 6545096.

T-SHIRT CONTEST winner for the South Carolina
game is "Paw Power" drawn by Marty Hodge.

STEREO COMPONENTS at guaranteed lowest prices
anywhere, anytime. We beat all prices and have superfast service. Call Dave or Jay at 654-4471.

UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet Sun. at 10:30
a.m. m the YMCA. Dr. Rodger Rollin will talk on "An
English Professor Looks at the Media; Archie Bunker,
Mickey Spillane, and 'The Godfather.' " A church school
for children will be held during the adult session. Visitors
are welcome.

FOR SALE: Dual 1229Q turntable base and cover. Only
four to sell at $180 each. Call 654-4471.

THE ENGLISH CLUB will meet Wed. at 8 p.m. in the
second floor lounge of Strode Tower. Various faculty
members will speak and refreshments will be served.
KAPPA DELTA PI will hold its initiation meeting on
Nov. 4 at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni Center. All members
and initiates are urged to be present,
SIGMA PHI EPSILON is having a chicken barbeque on
Sun. from 10a.m. to 1 p.m. across from Jervey. For $2.25
a plate you get one half a chicken, potato chips, cole slaw,
roll, and iced tea.
THE SPORTS CAR CLUB will hold its second
autocross of the year this Sun. on the commuter lot
behind Lee. Speeds are low and hazards are minimal.
Registration begins at 12:30 p.m. and the first car is off at
1 p.m. Entry fee is $2 for members and $3 for nonmembers. Everyone is welcome to compete or watch.
Trophies will be awarded to class winners at the end of
the event.
THE SPORTS CAR CLUB will hold its second
autocross of the year this Sun. on the commuter lot
behind Lee. Cars will be placed in competition against
similar cars. Speeds are low and hazards are minimal.
Entry is $2 for club members and $3 for nonmembers
Trophies will be awarded to class winners at the end of
the event.

BECAUSE OF POPULAR DEMANO TAPS will extend
book reservations. A staff member will be at the TAPS
office, 9th level above the Loggia, Sunday through
Wednesday from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. until Nov. 21. If you
wish to obtain a TAPS, you must reserve one now. Absolutely no TAPS will be put on general sale in April since
only the number reserved will be printed. This will be
your last chance.
VOTING FOR BEAUTY AND THE BEAST will be held
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 5 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Oct. 27-29
and 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Oct. 30 in the Student Union Quad
and at Schiletter. One penny counts as a vote. You may
vote as many times as you like. The winners will be
announced at the pep rally on Oct. 30.
FREE: puppies, nine weeks old. They are genuine
dogs. Call 882-7197.
XMASIN EUROPE: Call or write Educational Flights
of N.C. Inc., Box 5385, Raleigh, N.C. 27607or phone (919)
833 2111.
FOR SALE: one pair of JBL speakers. Decade L-26.
Fair trade price plus S.C. sales tax: $325. Used only for
two months: $250. Call Joe at 654-2127.
PERSONAL: Mellon — If you are still receiving,
please confirm. Am standing by. SLA

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS Association will be
showing more films and slides about India on Sat. at 7
p.m. in the ISA Lounge in the YMCA. This is a continuation in the series of Indian Night that has been held
recently. Everyone is welcome.

With Science Fiction
Mysteries
Goth is
Novels
Classics

Will Buy, Sell, or Trade
10-6Mon-Sat
1-6 Sun

LOW COST JETS to Europe. Year round with New
York departures. For information write Educational
Flights of N.C, Box 5385, Raleigh, N.C. 27067.
WEDDING INVITATIONS and Announcements,
engraved and beauty-graved. Call cards, informals, and
stationery, (one week delivery on wedding invitations).
Isaqueena Services, phone 6544804.
FOR SALE: one Goodyear 6.95-14 tire, never been
used. $20or best offer. Call Steve at 656 7000.
JOBS ON SHIPS: American and foreign.no experience
necessary, excellent pay, worldwide travel, summer job
or career. Send $3 for information to SEAFAX, Dept. J14, Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.
FOR SALE: Marantz 2245 stereo receiver, Dual 1218
turntable with Shure M91ED cartridge, and Bose 501
series II loudspeakers for $700. Call 654-4471 and ask for
Jerry.
FOR SALE: One SCUBAPRO Mark V regulator with a
Farallon combination pressure and depth gauge with
illuminating face, used twice. $\50 firm. Call 656-7955 and
ask for Bill.
FOUND: one watch Sun., in Clemson. To claim call
656-8279 and ask for Mark. A description is necessary.

LOST: one set of keys on a steel ring somewhere
between the commuter parking lot and the architecture
buiMing. It found, call Jim at 654-1606.

for fast free delivery
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COMFERRAL (tm) has what it takes to make it
possible for single, divorced, and widowed persons age 18
and over to meet compatible persons of the opposite sex.
For information without obligation mail your name,
address, and signature to: Comferral (tm), Box 1426,
Anderson, S.C. 29627 or phone 287-4099.

Heifer
Skelter

ACROSS FROM THE
ANDERSON MALL

1/2 Price

EARN UP TO $1800 a school year or more posting
educational literature on campus in spare time. Send
name, address, phone, school, and references to:
Nationwide College Marketing Services, Inc., Box 1384,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 or call (313) 622-1770.

COLLEGE AVENUE/654-1670

THE BOOK EXCHANGE
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FOR SALE: two speakers and stereo control panel
with AM-FM radio, inexpensive. Call 6568654.
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All the comfort of old
Levi's Denim Jeans and
Jackets are pre-washed a special
way, so they're soft, comfortable
and faded to a mellow blue right
from the start.

AVAILABLE AT

Levis
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With each roll of color prints
developed you get a FREE
album page and a FREE
replacement roll.
When we process your color
slide film you'll get a FREE
slide album page.
FREE color 8x10 & 5x7 print
with every $25.00 worth of
photofinishing sent to our lab.

"2-3 DAY SERVICE
ON MOST ORDERS!"

CAMPUS CAMERA
Univ. Square Mall
Clemson, S.C. 654-6900

"YOUR HELPFUL CAMERA STORE"
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Carolina Presbyterians were key to revolution
by Steve Matthews
Assistant News Editor
If it wasn't for a group of gutsy ScotchIrish Presbyterians in the backcountry of
North and South Carolina, America would
have lost its war for independence 200
years ago.
That was the message of Richard M.
Brown, professor of history at William and
Mary and author of the book The South
Carolina Regulators. Brown spoke to an
audience of about 200 in Daniel Hall
Auditorium Thursday afternoon (Oct. 16).
Brown, who received his Ph. D. from
Harvard in 1959, was the third speaker in a
series of seven lectures being sponsored by
the College of Liberal Arts.
"The Revolutionary War was won, more
than anywhere else, in the Carolina backcountry," Brown contended. An uprising
of Scotch-Irishmen from this backcountry
led by Andrew Pickens, Thomas Sumter,
and others, caused the British defeat, he
stated.
"In 1780 the British, employing a new
strategy, were on the brink of defeating
the Americans in the Revolutionary War,"
Brown commented. This new strategy was
to cut off the Southern states and drive the
American army to the bargaining table in
what would amount to a British victory.
The defeat of this new strategy in the
Carolina backcountry by a guerilla
uprising of people won the war for
America, he said.
The Scotch-Irish Presbyterians played
the key role in this anti-British uprising,

Brown related. They were the most skillful
of all American pioneers, and spearheaded
the attack, he remarked.
"The pervasiveness of the Scotch-Irish
in the events of 1780-81 is striking. Of the
three great South Carolina guerilla
commanders, one of them, Andrew
Pickens, was Scotch-Irish. The other two,
Sumter and Marion, depended heavily on
Scotch-Irish Support," Brown stated.
Districts of Scotch-Irish settlement were
the strongest in their opposition to the
British, he said. Their constant struggle
for existence in Ulster (Ireland) had
conditioned them for their battles against
the Indians, British, and Tories, He added.
"Others contributed mightily to the
winning of the Revolutionary War in the
backcountry, but...the role of the ScotchIrish Presbyterians was outstanding. They
formed the nuclei of the great guerilla
detachments of Pickens, Marion, and
Sumter," he related.
The Scotch-Irish spearheaded two
crucial battles of the war, at Kings
Mountain and at Cowpens, Brown said.
They, more than any other group propelled
Cornwallis to "his unenviable place in
history as the loser of the American war at
Yorktown," Brown contended.
The backcountrymen were competent as
guerilla fighters partly because of their
social environment, he stated. Their
Presbyterian ideology was also important: it rationalized their traditional
fighting character and banded them
together as revolutionaries, Brown
remarked.

"From Ulster to the Carolina backcountry—to Kings Mountain, Cowpens,
and the guerilla fights—the Revolution
was, for the Scotch-Irish, a long way to
travel in space and time," he said.
"But it was a journey that led ultimately
to the crucial defeat of the British strategy
and the winning of American Indepen-

dence," Brown commented.
The next lecture in the series will be Oct.
30 at 3:30 p.m. in Daniel Hall Auditorium.
Robert Lambert of the Clemson history
department and Lawrence Leder of
Lehigh University will speak on
"Loyalists, Loyalty, and the American
Revolution."

Student
(continued from page seven)
Price reported that the Student Government Steering Committee has prepared a
general survey designed to discover
student opinions on several topics.
According to Price, the survey will be
distributed in each on-campus senatorial
precinct by the senators from the precinct.
Survey respondents will be instructed to
return completed questionnaires to the
respective resident assistants in the
precinct, who will then return the forms to
the senators for compilation.
The survey will be conducted within the
next few weeks, Price said, adding that
special arrangements will be made for
commuting students.
Reporting from the president's cabinet,
Price said that an official protest against
the use of the then-current issue of the
Tiger as stuffing material for
homecoming displays had been registered
with the cabinet by John Rowntree, editorin-chief of the Tiger.
At least two organizations with

homecoming displays used copies of the
Tiger for stuffing purposes.
Price stated that a letter deploring such
action on the part of homecoming participants would be sent to all organizations
who built displays this year.
The vice president commented that he
had continued his investigation into the
source of prize money awarded second and
third place winners of the homecoming
display competitions.
He said he had learned that the money,
which is handled through the office of
student affairs, does come from student
fees, "but not necessarily from activity
fees. More than likely it comes from
tuition fees," he said.
First place awards are made by the
Alumni Association.
Price also noted that construction of a
kiosk (commuter bulletin board) is being
planned for near the library. He said the
kiosk would be used as a means to keep
commuter students informed as to activities on campus.

COUNTRY STARS PRESENTS "IN PERSON"
TAMMY
WYNETTE

DAVID
HOUSTON

"The First Lady"

"Grand Ole Opry Star

America's Foremost Singer of
Country Songs, Tammy
Wynette and features "The
Young Country" and "The
Tennessee Gentlemen". 11
performers.

This top Recording Artist and
Grand Ole Opry star is accompanied by "The Persuaders" 5 performers.

ALSO APPEARING ON THE SAME PROGRAM
ALEX HOUSTON & ELMER

SH0JI TABUCHI

Ventriloquist

Nationally Famous Fiddler. Received standing
ovations when appearing on the Grand Ole Opry.

and

General Admission

Comedy Routine

»5.50

COUNTRY MUSIC AT IT'S BEST

"Fantastically Funny" Act

D0NT MISS THIS SPECTACULAR
SHOW OF SHOWS!

famous coast to coast

Reserved Seats

and on national TV

*6.50

AT LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
Thursday Evening-at 8 P.M.November 6, 1975
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Clemson, South Carolina

Save 50^ on General Admission Tickets Available at: Mr. Knickerbocker's,
Merle Norman, and the Great American Ice Cream Shoppe. General admission
tickets will also be on sale at gate two hours before show time. For reserved seats
write: "Country Stars", P. O. Box 1552, Clemson S.C., 29631 or purchase at
R.D.S. DISCOUNT in Seneca, S.C.
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SfAATS
Soccer team regains No. 1 ranking in south
by Steve Ellis
"We haven't dropped out of sight just
because we lost a game 1-0," head soccer
coach 1. M. Ibrahim said.
Considering the way Clemson rebounded
after it's loss to Howard, ACC foes North
Carolina and North Carolina State
probably wish the Tigers had.
In conquest of its fourth consecutive
ACC crown the Tigers defeated UNC 3-1
last Friday and N.C. State 10-0 Sunday.
The wins advanced Clemson to an 8-1-0
season record, a 2-0 conference record and
helped the Tigers regain the number one
ranking in the south.
"It was the matter of small fields versus
large fields," Ibrahim said about the game
at Chapel Hill. "The field was not as wide
as our field and it hurts a quick team like
ours. Narrow fields take too much away
from team performance."
Adverse playing conditions did nothing
to help the Tiger attack either; it rained
throughout most of the game. "In soccer,
rain is known as the great equalizer,"
Ibrahim said. "Thank God, we are a better
team."
Clemson took a 1-0 lead on a shot by
Godwin Ogbueze halfway through the first
half. However, the Tigers first goal, scored
with just minute minute gone in the game,
was called back because of off-sides.
Carolina's goalie John Tremble, who
had 17 saves, kept the Tar Heels in the
game until the final minutes. A goal by
John Rhodes gave Carolina 1-1 tie at the
end of the first half.
The Tigers, accustomed to the field by
the early going of the second half, had
goals scored by Mark Alphinso and Clyde
Watson. Tigers goalie Maxie Headley shut
out the Tar Heels and Clemson won 3-1.
"On our field with better playing conditions I think we could beat them by five
or more, Ibrahim stated. "We had the best
wing play we've had this year in that game
and we crossed midfield 30 times."
Playing conditions went to the other
extreme Sunday as the Tigers played on
a much larger field at State. Taking advantage of the conditions the Tigers took
command early, scoring six times in the
first half.

Ogbueze, who complained of neck injury
prior to the game, scored four times to up
his total goals to 12. Ogbueze is the team's
leading scorer.
Also playing an important role on the
attack were Emmanuel Egede, Damian
Ogunsuyi, and Rennie Phillips. Egede had
two assists and scored twice while
both Ogunsyui and Phillips had two goals
each. In all the Tigers had ten goals on 34
shots.
"We played very well against State,"
Ibrahim said. "We got good performances
out of most of the player in both games.
The games showed that we do have depth,
at least against weaker teams. I think we
are standing good with our reserves."
Ibrahim cited the play of Michael
Murray and Maxie Headly, both reserves
who saw action as starters last weekend.
Headly has allowed only two goals in the
last three games he started.
This weekend the Tigers continue the
quest for the ACC championship as they
host Duke at home. The Sunday game will
be played at 2 p.m.

LEAVING OPPONENTS IN THE DUST is what Clemson did this weekend as they
defeated ACC foes North Carolina 3-1 and North Carolina State 10-0. Rennie Philips had two
goals in Sundays game against State. Clemson hosts Duke Sunday at 2 p.m.

Skip Wise's future doubtful as team folds
Former Tiger basketball standout Skip
Wise's future is still in question following
the folding of the American Basketball
Association's Baltimore franchise.
Wise, who gave up three years of
eligibility to play professional ball, signed
a no-cut contract with Baltimore in September. His signing brought doubts from
new Tiger mentor Bill Foster.
Foster at the time of signing told the
Tiger that he was concerned that Wise
may have made the wrong decision.
Among his concerns was what would
happen to Wise if the team folded.
That question is now a pertinent one for
Wise. The ABA held a dispersal draft
Tuesday but Wise was not selected by any
team. He can not return to Clemson to play
because by NCAA rules he has already
turned a professional.

The roster for Clemson's first varsity
varsity women's basketball team was
announced this week by head coach Mary
Kennerty.
Playing for the Tigers this winter will
be: Andrea Ashmore of Greenville; Janice
Bedenbaugh, Propserity, Georgia Bethea,
Springfield; Cookie Blakney, Hartsville,
Vicky Burton, Westminster, and Janice
Flatt, Clemson.
Also playing for the women's basketball
team will be: Doll Eadon, Manning; Janet
Forester, Carnesville; Kathy Hume and
Susan Shedd, Union; Evelyn Pair,
Newberry; Sandra Ruff, Pomaria and
Carol Yarborough, Fort Mill.
Two teams, Kappa Sigma and the Mean
Machine meet this week for the cham-

pionship of the fall intramural league.
League play stated in early Sept. with 140
teams.
In other intramural events Glenn Miller
and Debby Wheat were winners in the fall
raquetball tournament for men and
women. In the table tennis tournament
Ashok Pandit defeated Kenso Seo to
capture the championship.
Joe Mullins and Harold Rogers are the
finalists in the men's singles championship
while Kathy Fitzpatrick defeated Cindy
Schrimer in women's finals.
Although varsity basketball team has
already held its first scrimmage coach Bill
Foster is still holding tryouts for
prospective players. If interested call
Coach Dwight Rainey at 655-2101.

Sports staff predictions
With several members of the
staff in hiding this week,
predictions head down the final
stretch. Don Kapp, the only
member who would dare take
these predictions seriously leads
the group. However, on the other
end Steve Ellis, a victim of every
Clemson game thus far, holds
last place firmly.

October 211975

Don Kapp
(49-18)
Citadel at VMI
Colorado at Nebraska
William and Mary at Furman
S. Carolina at Louisiana St.
N.C. State at Clemson
Georgia Tech at Tulane
U. Southern Cal. at Notre Dame
Wake Forest at Virginia
Bucknell at Gettysburg
Vanderbilt at Mississippi

John Rowntree
(44-24)

Kerry Capps
(43-25)

Jack McKenzie
(35-23)

Charles Jacobs
(34-23)

VMI
Neb.
FU

VMI
Neb
FU

VMI
Neb
FU

VMI
Col
FU

Citadel
Neb
FU

NC
Tech
So Cal
Va
Gettysb
Vandy

NC
Tech
So Cal
Va
Gettysb
Vandy

NC
Tech
So Cal
WF
Gettysb
Miss

NC
Tech
So Cal
WF
Gettysb
Miss

NC
Tech
So Cal
Va
Gettysb
Miss

use

use

use

use

use

Steve Ellis
(34-33)
VMI
Col
WM
LSU
NC
Tech
ND
WF
Buk
Miss
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Colson at Pan Am: A long way from Mankato
by Bob Douglass
To Sam Colson throwing the javelin in
high school in Mankato, Kansas, was just
something you had to do to play football.
But today throwing the javelin is a
specialty in which Colson excels as his
performance in the Pan American games
last weekend attested.
Colson, a graduate assistant here under
head track coach I. M. Ibrahim won a gold
medal in the games held at Mexico City. In
throwing the javelin 275 feet last Saturday
Colson set a new record for the Pan-Am
Games. The record-breaking performance
is the latest highlight of a career that
almost didn't get started.
"To be on the football team, you had to
go out for track," Colson said. "I wasn't a
runner so I took up the field events. For my
size I probably would have been a good
shot putter, but I had a strong arm from
playing baseball.
Colson participated in all three weight
events of track (shot, discus, and javelin)
but found javelin to be his best event. As a
junior in high school, Colson threw the
javelin 210 feet, which placed him among
the top prepsters in the nation. An injury
hampered his throwing as a senior.
It was at the University of Kansas where
Colson gained prominence as a world class
javelin thrower. As teammate of distance
standout Jim Ryan, Colson was Big Eight
champion, and NCAA, Amateur Athletic
Union and United States Track and Field
Federation All-American during 1971-73.
His personal best came in 1973 with a
throw of 290'10".
Since his arrival at Clemson, he has
competed in several international events
including the Christ Church Relays in New
Zealand last spring.
From his experiences abroad Colson has
become interested in the controversy over
amateurs versus professionals. "The
problem in general is that the United
States is mostly professional," Colson
stated. There is no big interest in
amateurs, the professionals dominate the
sports scene. The U.S. has many young
athletes for the simple reason that as they
get older and out of school it's hard to
make a living. I myself will retire late next
year and go into coaching "where I can

earn my living."
He gave an example of a shot putter he
met in Mexico who received $12,000 subsidy from his government. Colson stated
that the U.S. athletes would probably just
like a subsidy for food and loss of wages
during competition which keeps them
from their jobs.
As for the importance of the Pan Am

by Charles Jacobs
Since coming to Clemson 19 years ago,
Baseball Coach Bill Wilhelm has compiled
an overall .640 winning percentage. He has
led Tiger teams to three ACC titles and
twice to the College World Series. Yet
Wilhelm is still not satisfied.
"We've won all the games but the important ones. Heck, the last six years,
we've been in the conference tournament
and we lost in the finals five times. It's a
long ride down 1-85 when you lose like
that."
Besides losing some big games, Coach
Wilhelm also lost a big player when Denny
Walling joined the Oakland A's last Sept.
"Losing Denny really hurt more than you
can imagine. Not only will we miss his bat
and glove, but his attitude was great, one
of the fineest boys I ever coached. He
made a fantastic catch at Auburn; messed
up his knee real good. If Denny had been
pro then, people would still be talking
about it."
Wilhelm has looked for a player who
might fill the void left by Walling, during
fall practice held from Sept. 8 to Oct. 16.
During that time, the number of walk-on
candidates dwindled from 33 to the present
five on the team. Clemson won all five of
the fall practice games and Wilhelm
seemed pleased with his players,
especially some freshmen.
"Robert Bonnet is a fine looking infielder and Pete Khoury is doing a good job
in right field. We've also got some fine
looking young pitchers." But he added,
"Don't forget that they're just freshmen.
They'll make mistakes, and we'll lose

of the Week

commented Wilhelm. "We let the boys hit
and field, then we show them the video
tapes. Then they go back and work on the
mistakes."
Hopefully, the improvements shown in
fall practice, added to the veteran experience and freshman talent, will allow
Bill Wilhelm to gain Clemson its first ACC
Championship in several years. A shot at
another college world series would boost
his spirits, too. But Wilhelm says, "We'll
shoot for two out of three. Any extra will be
our reward."

Help.
Our Cities.
Our Oceans.
Our Trees.
Our Towns.
Our Forests.
Our Rivers.
Our Air.
Our Mountains.
Our Plants.
Our Fishes.
Our Tomorrows.

PIZZA

Wilson's Billie Jean
King Autographed Racket

Hot from the oven freshly prepared
and baked perfectly for your
enjoyment

Regular $38.50,
(with this ad)

All Wilson Tennis
Wear 25% Off

HARRIS
SPORTING GOODS
123 By-Pass, Sanaa, SC [803) 812-3391
Grant Plaza, Toceoa, Ga. [404] 886-8916
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some games because of it. That's just a
part of baseball.
Besides screening walk-ons, fall practice also allowed Wilhelm to introduce the
players to each other and to Clemson's
style of playing. He felt that the team
"needed to get together, to become
cohesive" and therefore Wilhelm set up
the fall practice. "It's important for the
boys to learn what to do and when to do it.
There's a lot of work besides the games in
spring."
With the thought of spring games also
emerged a problem with team finances.
"Our budget hasn't been cut; it just hasn't
been increased. And the way inflation is,
there isn't much difference."
The lack of an increased budget has
forced Wilhelm to curtail his games
against powers such as Florida, Alabama,
and Stetson, and instead play teams such
as the Citadel and Baptist College.
Finances are a major concern for
Wilhelm because of fall practice and
recruiting. "We could do both," said
Wilhelm, "but it's becoming more difficult." Sometimes driving as much as
10,000 miles per season to scout prospects,
he views up to 100 players per spring.
Looking toward next season, Coach
Wilhelm showed guarded optimism. "I
think we'll win two out of three again. Our
biggest problems are going to be lack of
experience (with five freshmen) and lack
of speed." Billy Wingo and Kurt Seibert,
both All-ACC last year, are expected to
bear the load of helping the Tiger team
until the younger players adjust to college
play.
"Fall practice really helped us there,"

Upstairs
"AT THE
g>tuiu| $all

Harris Tiger
Special

$2g50

But for the U.S. athletes it's like an
unofficial qualifier for the Olympics

Colson stated and it is the Olympics which
is Colson's next goal. He is gearing his
training towards a semi-peak around the
beginning of April and top performance, of
course, prior to the Olympics. Colson most
likely will go to Montreal as a top contender for the gold medal next summer.
For Colson, Montreal is a long way from
Mankato.

Wilhelm finds fall practice important

The

Now

games this year Colson said, "Many of the
top athletes were in Europe at the time of
the trials. Another reason was that, with
the Olympics coming up nobody wanted to
break training in order to participate in
this meet."

Sigma Phi Epsilon Aft

is
HAVING A

CHICKEN BAR-B-QUE
OCTOBER 25 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
ACROSS THE STREET FROM JERYEY
S2.25/PLATE
the Tiger

Tigs in familiar role as underdog against State
by Charles Jacobs
The '67 Clemson-NC State game was
billed as "Edward's White Shoes vs.
Howard's Rock." The white shoes were
worn by State's defense, which was
leading the ACC, and the rock was rubbed
by Coach Frank Howard's Tigers before
each game to bring them luck. When the
game, played before Clemson's sixth
largest crowd, had ended, the Rock
beating the Shoes 14-6, and clinched a tie
for the ACC crown.
NC State had been undefeated and was
third in the nation until the week before the
Clemson game, when Penn State ended
their unbeaten streak. Because of this loss,
a victory was imperative, for several bowl
games were interested in the Pack.
Another loss would all but end this interest.
Clemson had no such bowl pressure.
However, after a dismal beginning the
Tigers had become co-leaders with the
Pack for the league title with a 4-0 conference record. Clemson was also the
conference leader in total offense and,
behind Jimmy Addison, led in passing.
There were two incentives for the
Tigers, besides the championship. A year
earlier, the Pack had knocked Clemson out
of the bowl picture and the Tigers were
eager to make amends.
Coach Frank Howard and Earl Edwards
were also having a pitched verbal battle.
Howard called Edwards "Midnight, 'cause
he can't come out 'till after dark," and
said that "Midnight wants to rub my rock.
I ain't gonna let him use my good luck to go
to no bowl." Edwards retorted that "I'm
not about to touch that mossy rock. Frank
touched it and lost to 'Bama. Besides it

HELD OVER
THRU SAT. OCT. 25
Winterhawk . . .
A Blackfoot Legend.

looks like his head—smooth and hard."
The Pack defense and Tiger offense met
in Death Valley with a 30 mph wind and
48,000fans. Clemson's offense was stopped
by State's All-American Dennis Byrd and
had to punt. However, the Pack fumbled
on their first play from scrimmage and
Mike Locklaire recovered. It was the last
real opportunity the Tigers had to score in
the first half.
The Pack, however, specialized in a
running offense and on several occasions
got within field goal range for Gerald
Warren. He responded by booting twothree pointers with the wind, one which
was 47 yards. Despite gaining twice as
much yardage as State, the Tigers found
themselves trailing at halftime 6-0.
Addison had been able to throw only one
pass.
The second half was totally Tiger. With
the wind behind him, Addison opened his
passing attack, and the lethargic offense
came to life. With four minutes of the third
quarter, a 28 yard Addison-Fore pass and
subsequent PAT put Clemson on top 7-6.
The Tiger defense, led by All-American
Harry Olszewski, held State and forced a
punt. Several plays later, Jackie Jackson
raced around right end to put Clemson up
14-6. From this point, the game belonged to
defense and the wind.
Clemson had an opportunity to extend its
lead in the fourth quarter after Jackson
ran nine straight plays to reach the Pack 6.
However, a fake field goal snap was
fumbled, and Byrd recovered for State.
On the next State possession, Kit
Jackson intercepted an errant pass for an
apparent touchdown. The play was

FOR
PIZZAS
& SUBS CALL

MICHAEL DANTE
LEIF ERICKSON
DENVER PYLE

Sun.-Mon.-Tue. oOct. 26-28

ALBERT FINNEY
INGRID BERGMAN
JACQUELINE BISSET
ACATIIA CMUSTirS

"MURDER ON Till
ORIENT EXPRESS"
COLOR • PRINTS BY MOVIEUB
ANEHPROOIOON A PARAMOUNT RELEASE
[PG]<SB>
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clemson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654 3230

From
Noon 'til Midnight
Weekdays
Noon 'til One
Weekends
Dine In-Carry Out
Or
Delivery

654-6990
Fast Free Delivery

THE REFECTORY

(in back of The Grocery)
195 College Avenue
Try our 1/2 pound special — 1/2 pound of pure ground
lean roatt beef — cooked the way you order. Plus a 1/2
pound of french fries with tossed salad and iced tea— $1.95
Open from 11:30 a.m. until?
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nullified by an interference penalty. The
Pack continued to drive to the Clemson 20
when State quarterback Pat Donnan threw
another interception.
State's final opportunity for a tie ended
with a Donnan fumble on the Clemson 40
with one minute and 40 seconds left. The
Tigers fell on the ball and then held it to
win 14-6.
Howard was jubilant over winning. "I
hope we didn't knock them out of a bowl.
They looked pretty good; we just looked a
little better." He was proud of his defense
that "looked real sharp. The greatest
athletes in the world will get whipped if
they ain't sharp." Howard bemoaned the
wind which "kept us from scoring more."
Coach Edwards was more tense. "They

just plain beat us. They outplayed us up
front." He noted that, "Howard's rock
must have helped. A team that good should
not be 5-4."
Clemson's team this year is another
team whose record should be better. An
abundance of missed plays and fumbles
have enabled the Tigers to stumble to a 1-5
record, the worst since 1947.
NC State is also having problems.
Picked by AP to be in the top 20, State's
record has fallen to 4-3, including a loss to
Wake Forest. Led by Johnny Evans and
Ted Brown, the Pack's offense is considered one of the most explosive in the
nation, and against the Tiger's injury
riddled defense, they could have a busy
afternoon.

Harriers lose to USC
by Bob Douglass
For Clemson cross country coach Jim
Moorhead a victory last Saturday over
South Carolina would mean having the
most successful team in ten years. But the
Tigers who had earlier beaten USC, lost 2431 and Clemson has to settle with a 5-3
season.
Following the loss a disappointed
Moorhead said, "Our problem wasn't
physical, it was mental. We just didn't get
a total effort."
Dean Mathews was the first Tiger across
the finish line but he had to settle for third
place in the dual meet. Matthews ran the
race with a foot injury.
Finishing second for the Tigers was

freshman Dave Buechler, who finished
fourth overall. Dave Geer, capping off a
successful regular season placed fifth.
Geer had been injured last year as a result
of an accident in which he was hit by a car
while running trail.
Junior college transfers Bill Middleton
and Kevin Collins finished ninth and tenth
for the Tigers. Collins bettered his personal best on the course with a time of
32:45.
Inspite of Saturday's loss Moorhead's
Tigers 5-3 regular season record is the best
of any Clemson harrier team since 1969.
The Tiger travel to Furman this
Saturday for the State championships
where they go against Furman, South
Carolina and Baptist.
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105 Sloan Street
Downtown Clemson
Next To The Study Hall
654-1719

sports shop
TO
FRATERNITIES
AND SPECIAL
GROUPS
We now have in stock
fraternity shirts ready to be
lettered. Come in, and we
will sew on for you the Greek
letters of your choice, in the
color of your choice.
We also special order
quantity fraternity shirts at
the most competitive prices
around.
We are giving away a $3.35 T-shirt, with the tigers sports shop logo
on it to anyone buying $25.00 worth of merchandize or more. This
does not include sales merchandise.

Brooks shoes still 20% off
our regular low price.
OOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO'
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Ed. note: Plant Clinic is authored by
members of the Horticulture Club and is
presented as a service to our readers.
Readers are invited to send in questions
about the care of their plants especially
those that are not healthy. Send your
questions to Plant Clinic, c-o the Tiger,
Box 2097, University Station.
During the winter months house plants often
relieve the dreary monotony. Variations in color,
size, and texture which we have described in
previous issues are very refreshing, but there
has been little mention of flowers. Certain hardy
bulbs may be forced to bloom early giving the
indoors the flowers, color, and fragrance of
spring. While later issues will discuss other
bulbs, this article is confined to the forcing of
Paperwhite Narcissus, the same genus as the
familiar daffodils and jonquils. They are the
easiest and most successful.
In general, to bring bulbs into bloom early, one
usually has to simulate natural conditions. Often
this involves treatment of the bulb by a period of
warm or cold conditions to break the rest period.
In this manner the bloom period may be controlled. There are some, however, that need no
treatment or may be purchased that have
already been treated. Treatment and rest
requirements vary with the plant.
Paperwhites, however, require no treatment
and may be forced in a variety of media.
Perhaps the easiest method is to place the bulbs
in a bowl filled with pebbles. This provides water
and support for the bulb and roots. The major
portion of the bulb should be covered with the
growing point remaining exposed. The disadvantage lies in the fact that the bulbs exhaust
their supply of stored starch and there are no
nutrients available for additional food
manufacture.This,Jherefore, isj»one-timeshow
of bloom after which thYbulb will probably have
to be discarded. They do serve their purpose of
flowering indoors with little care.
Another medium used for forcing is soil. By
using soil, one may supply the proper drainage,
support, and nutrients necessary. Potting soil

Plant Clinic
may be used alone or combined with the proper
dosage of bone meal or a complete fertilizer. In
this way the foliage with the nutrients absorbed
from the roots can photosynthesize sugars to
replenish the starch supply. These bulbs,
therefore, can be used again. To do this, the
foliage should be left growing until it begins to
show signs of yellowing. The water supply should
then be reduced gradually until they reach the
dormant state. Place them in an out-of-the-way
place such as a warm cellar or in a closet until
the season to grow them again arrives.
When the bulb is planted it is important to
allow for sufficient root development before the
top growth begins. To do this, plant the bulbs and
place them in a cool environment (approximately 45 degrees F) for several weeks.
This simulates the period of winter which nature
provides for root growth. When placed in the
sunlight the white shoot will begin to turn green.
Paperwhites are a member of the tazetta
division of narcissus. This means that they have
many flowers to a stem and are consequently
very delicate in appearance. They are extremely
fragrant and have long slender leaves extending
vertically from the bulb. Kits are available
commercially which include bulbs, bowl, soil or
pebbles, and instructions for growing and make
excellent gifts for people interested in plants or
possibly for convalescents who could watch the
developing plants.
Another possibility is the scheduling of
blooming dates. To do this pots should be planted
and kept in a cool, dark place until you are ready
for the growth to begin. In this way there can be
flowers all winter.
A plant sale, sponsored by the Horticulture
Club and the Clemson University Student Union,
will be held Oct. 23-25 at Clemson's new
University Union building.
Instruction on the care of plants will also be
provided.
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